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ABSTRACT

This study vias intended to examine a system of interrelated

family, social interaction and personality variables for

their relationship to amount of loneliness experienced.

Several issues were addressed. First, to what extent are

persons' perceptions of the quality of their relationship

with parents, when they were children and currently, associ-

ated with loneliness, and how these perceptions are differ-

entiated for mothers and fathers. Second, to what extent

are the perceptions of the quality of early peer interac-

tion.s related to loneliness, and what association is there

between what is reported about peer relationships and the

relationship with parents. Third, the study examined the

possibility of a lineage transmission of loneliness, in oth-

er words, whether lonely parents have children for whom

loneliness is also an experience of adult life. Fourth,

since aspects of the individual's current life may serve to

attenuate or accentuate ihe experiencing of Ioneliness, the

study also examined how personality characteristics, such as

social skills, self-esteem, and depression, and perceptions

of current friendships are related to loneliness.

The sample used for the study comprised 130 triads of fe-

maLe students, their mothers, and their fathers. To qualify
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for the study, students were to be between the ages of 17

and 24 years, unmarried, and living at home with their biol-

ogical parents. Fema1e studenLs were chosen in order to

Iimit the sources of variability that would be present if

male students were also included, and to allow a more inten-

sive study of a specified group.

Students and their parents commonJ-y completed measures of

Ioneliness, social ski11s, self-esteem, depression, guality

of current friendship relationships, and responded to two

social comparison questions regarding the number and the

quality of their friendships compared to others. In addi-

tion students gave retrospective reports of parental behav-

iours and their attitudes to parents when they were chil-

dren, retrospective reports of their early relationships

wittr peers, and reports of current closeness to parents.

Recognition was given to the limitations of retrospective

reports, but there is support that in them may be contained

an element of the actual nature of early sensory and percep-

tual data.

The data were subjected to multivariate analysis proce-

dures to determine the variables that have the strongest re-

Iationships with student loneliness. Seven specific hypoth-

eses vrere tested through the use of various statistical
procedures including simple correlation, regression analy-

sis, analysis of variance, and canonical correlation.
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Results show that reported early parent-chiId relation-
ship has the st,rongest relationship with loneliness, fol-
lowed by student personality characteristics, student per-

ception of number of friends compared to others, and student

perception of quality of friendships compared to others, in

that order. Other findings may be summarised as follows:
While social skills, sel-f-esteem, and depression are indi-
vidually significantly related to student loneliness, de-

pression tends to neutralize the effects of social skills
and self-esteemr so that even if students are high on these

qualities they wiIl be more lonely if they are depressed.

Students who report a more positive relationship with pa-

rents are less lonely, but the level of parents' adjustment

as measured by their social ski11s, self-esteem, depression,

and loneliness, had limited effect on how positively stu-
dents remember their relationship with them. Marital satis-
faction, as reported by both parents, had the best relation-
ship with how positively students report the parent-child
relationship. The Iinkage between how positivety students

reca11 their relationship with parents and the reported ex-

tent of their early peer relationships vras established, but

the hypothesis of a rel-ationship between early peer rela-
tionships and later loneliness vras not supported. The

strongest relationship vras found between loneliness and how

students recaLl their early relationship with parents, with

most of weight of this relationship being atÈributable to
what students reeall about their relationship with their
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moLhers, as opposed to fathers. This differentiation was

seen also in the finding regarding the lineage transmission

of loneliness, where it vras found that students were more

lonely if Lheir mothers were also more lone1y, and that this
occurred where students reported a more positive relation-
ship with them. This v¡as not f ound in the case of fathers.

The study supports the view of the importance of the fam-

ily as the context in which the individual's positive orien-
tation to others is estab1ished, and which sets into motion

the mechanisms for the development of the abilities needed

for the individual to seek and maintain satisfying social
relationships outside the family.
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INTRODUCTION

Lonelinessr âs a phenomenon in the Iives of individuals, has

become increasingly recognised as a psychological and clini-

caL problem. The concern of researchers and clinicians is

not aS much with the pervasive loneliness which seems to be

an inevitable aspect of human existence, referred to as ex-

istential loneliness (Moustakas, 1961), â5 with the distinc-

tive type of loneliness that could be regarded as a threat

to menLal hea1t,h. Many writers on the subject have made

this distinction between the normal aspects of loneliness

anC paLhological loneliness (e.g., Fromm-Reichmann, 1959¡

Zilboorg, 1938), and additionally, have sought conceptual

clarification of loneLiness to distinguish it from related

phenomena, such as physical aloneness, isolation,and soli-

tude (uijuskovic, 1977b; Sadler, 1978).

Surprisingly, until recently, very IittIe study has been

made of loneliness, despite its recognised widespread and

frequent occurence and its potential for causing human dis-

tress. But what treatment there has been of the subject' so

far, seems to faII into fairly distinctive stages. The ear-

liest explication of loneliness seems to have occurred with-

in the provinces of Iiterature, philosophy, and religion,

which offered unambiguous descriptions of the feelings of

1
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loneliness (t"ti juscovic, 1977a) . An early Freudian analysis

was of fered by Z i lboorg ( 1 938 ) and inc idental references

were made to loneliness by SuIlivan (1953), but a concern

with the condition was more explicitly brought into the are-

na of clinicians by Fromm-Reichnmann (1959), who remarked at

the refuctance of her professional colleagues to seek scien-

tific clarification of the subject. Works, such as those by

Moustakas (-1961), SIater (1970), and Weiss (1973), stimulat-
ed awareness of loneliness as an entrenched problem of human

existance, its prevalence and possible reasons for its exis-

tence. These seemed to have opened the field to interests

with more of a research orientation. Research subjects gave

self-reports of their loneliness, and scales were developed

to measure the phenomenon as a prerequisite for a more sci-
er¡tific treaLment, notably by Belcher (1973), Russel1, Pe-

pIau, and Ferguson (1978), and Russell, Peplau, and Cutrona

( 1 980 ) . Using correlational studies primarily, researchers

sought to establish relationships between loneliness and

other personality characteristics (e.g., Gerson & PerIman,

1979; Jones, Freemon, & Goswick, 1981; Moore & Sermat,

1974) , on the one hand, and discriminant analysis techniques

to distinguish loneliness from its possible cognates, on the

other (weeks, MicheIa, Peplau, & Bragg, 1 980 ) . RecentIy,

attempts to develop approaches and strategies for the allev-
iation of loneliness have been made, notably by Young

(1982). Effective intervention, however should be developed

from a background understanding of possible influences on

the development of the problem.
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To date, serious and extensive consideration of the

etiology of loneliness has not been undertaken. There are

suggestions in the Iiterature that the proneness and predis-

posing orientations to loneliness are acquired during early

life, but the developmental processes and early infLuences

that culminate into the lonely person are not yet close to
being definitively identified. While theorerical explana-

tions, using primarily psychodynamic theory. have been of-
fered (for e"g.,by Applebaum, 1978; Fromm-Reichmann, 1959¡

Greene & Kap]an, 1978; Hammer , 1972; Hobson, 1974¡ Leider-

man, 1969; Peplau, 1955; Zilboorg, 1938), there have been

few empirical studies emphasising the developmental aspects

of loneliness.

To study this guestion the preferred approach would be a

longitudinal study, but the inherent problems seem to have

prohibited the use of this approach. The alternative has

been to use a retrospective approach by examining Lhe rela-

tionships between present characteristics and subjects ret-
rospective reports of earlier events which cannot be objec-

tively measured. Recent research by Bergenstal ( 1 981 ) ,

Hojat (1982), and Rubenstein and Shaver (1980), attempt to

address early parent-child relationships and Iater loneli-
ness using this approach

These studies have produced the general finding that in-

dividuals who report more positive relationships with pa-

rents and with peers tend to report less loneliness. These
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investigators have all used the framework of attachment

theory in which to understand the relationship between pa-

rent-child interactions and lat,er Ioneliness, and infer that

their results are indicative of the degree of early attach-

ment betvreen parent and child. It is probably not inaccu-

rate t,o say that, because of the Lype of measures used of

parent-chiId relationships, it is misleading to infer degree

of early aLtachment. What may be conclr,rded is that the sub-

jective histories and perceptions lonely individuals have of

parent-chi1d relationships differ from those of non-1one1y

individuals. These studies are useful, however, in generat-

ing hypotheses about parent- child relationships and loneli-

ness which could be tested more directly.

In this aspect, this studlz is similar, and adapts Schae-

fer's (1965) proposition that "a child's perception of his

parents behaviour may be more related +-o his adjustment than

is the actual behaviour of his parents". Conseguently, this

study wilI, in part, examine some aspects of early childhood

development as they are recalled by individuals experiencing

different degrees of lonel-iness. The importance of the role

of parents and of peers in the psychological development of

the individual is underlined in this study. The nature of

the relationship which parents have between them, the rela-

tionship between parent and chiId, and additionally' the re-

Iationship with others outside the family, are all consid-

ered important interrelated factors in the soc ial
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development of +,he chi ld. Àspects of parents' personal i-

Lies, includng parents' own degree of Ioneliness, levels of

social skiIIs, and self-esteem, are also viewed as likely to

have influential impact on the development of children's

loneliness" Experiences within the family are tikely to in-

fluence how much and what kinds of peer relationships the

individual forms, which themselves are major determinants of

later social competence.

However, the design of the study does not allow causal

inferences or directions of influence to be asserted, So is

limited to an examination of relationships between vari-

ables. Specifically, the study wiIl consider four major is-

sues" First, to what extent is the degree of loneliness ex-

perienced related to how individuals recall the early

parent-chiId relationship, and to what extent factors such

as the nature of parents' marital relationship and parents'

own loneliness related to the type of interaction individu-

als report as having with their parents. Second, to what

extent how individuals recal,I the quality of early peer re-

lationships is related to loneliness. It is expected that

the reported quality of the relationship with parents will

be reflected in the reports about relationship with peers.

Thi rd, i s a cons.íderat ion of the quest ion of whether lonely

parents have children for whom loneliness is an experience

of adult Iife. This may occur through children acquiring,

through learning, the similar social behaviours that are
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factors in their parents' own loneliness. Fourth, since

aspects of t.he individual's current life may serve to atten-

uate or accentuate the experiencing of Ioneliness, addition-

ally, the study will examine how factors such as social

skiIIs, seif-esteem, depression, and perceptions of current

relationships are related to the amount of loneliness felt.

Although several relationships exist between these vari-

ables, this study is interested in investigating a propor-

tion of these around which hypotheses are to be formulated.

Figure 1 presents a schematic representation of the groups

of variables and the network of relationships to be studied.

The contribution of this study to the loneliness litera-

ture is that it wiIl consLitute a major consideration of the

memories of early experiences that might be pertinent to the

experíencing of loneliness. It wiII compare these factors

with others that have been related to loneliness with an aim

of separating the relative significance of these factors for

loneliness in adulthood.
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Definitions of Lonel iness

Attempts to define loneliness are numerous, Fêflecting

differing theoretical orientations (Peplau 6, PerIman,

1982b) , but whatever def init ion one adapts, r-he general con-

ception is of a condition that is painful and results in

emotional distress to the individual with this experience.

The task of defining loneliness is complicated by several

fact,ors. First, it has to be distinguished from several

commonly related phenomena, such aS aloneness, isolation,

ancl solitude (Fischer & PhiIIips , 1982¡ Ir{i juskovic, 1977b¡

Sadler , 1978). Second, loneliness has substantial overlap

with other forms of psychotogical distress, such as anxiety

and depression. However, a discriminant analysis of loneli-

ness and its possible cognates carried out by Weeks, Miche-

la, peplau, and Bragg (1980), has shown loneliness to be a

distinct and separate construct. Third, it is not a unitary

phenomenon (Rook & Peplau , 1gg2). Loneliness may occur con-

sequent to inevitable life changes, such as death of a

spouse. or children leaving home (Cutrona, 1982¡ Weiss,

1973), and through events such as divorce which raise ques-

tions for the individual- about interpersonal inadequacy. Or

loneliness may not be precipitated by such losses of rela-

tionships, but is experienced because of stable personality

characterisLics such as shyness (Jones, Freemon, & Goswick,

1981), which keep the individual socially isolated. Fourth,

loneliness is historically an entrenched popular construct



of everyday language seeking to become a

struct. Confounding meanings from common

eliminated to give the term a scientific

ability and measurabilitY.

9

theoretical con-

usage have to be

quality with test-

There are definitions which seem to emphasise the quali-

tative aspect of the condition, adapted by those writers who

give psychodynamic explanations of Ioneliness, and defini-

tions which view loneliness as a perception of oners social

worl-d. Yearning, longing, and a Sense of apartness from

others are identified quaJ-ities of the lonely state, r€-

flecting an inability to form close relationships, to love

others, or to feel loved by others. There is a chronic

sense of disconnectedness and an inabilitl' to relate satis-

factorily with others, thus the lack of meaningfuS- relation-

ships.

Greene and Kaplan (1978), for example, describe lone1i-

ness as the experiencing of a sense of apartness and dis-

tance from others regardless of the reality of being alone

or not. For Hammer (1972) loneliness represents an underly-

ing fear that one's self-perception will not be recognised

or affirmed by significant others, an inner ache or hollow

feeling, and a deep yearning to be loved. There is a sense

that the principal object used for self-affirmation is lost

and Èhere is a yearning for the object's return. Chronic

Ioneliness appears almost "constitutional" (Zilboorg, 1938),

marked by sadness, hopelessness, and what is deseribed as a
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"sense of egotisti.c desolation". Leiderman (1969) refers to

loneliness as "an affective state in which the individual is

aware of the feeling of being apart from others, along with

the experience of a vague need for other individuals" (p.

156). EIIison (1978) believes there is an underlying anxie-

ty, a fear of loosing or not acquiring a desired relation-

ship and an ideational content of missing and wishing the

return of a lost object.

This subjectively interpreted Ioss and the inability to

experience a positive Sense of connectedness with others is

at the core of the experiencing of l-oneliness. These are

aspects of the individual and are not affected by social re-

ality. Às Zilboorg states, the feelings persist despite

what appears to be the social and economic success of the

individual. Thus, loneliness essentially becomes a state of

mind and a quality of Iife, giving rise to unpleasant af-

f ects.

Such characterisations of Ioneliness are heavily influ-

enced by psychoanalytic theory which, though rationally ar-

gued, employs the use of concepts which lack +-he ability f or

quantification. A more recently accepted definition is

based on a discrepancy theory, that loneliness arises from

the perceíved lag between one's desired level of social re-

lations and that which is achieved (Ae Jong-GierveId, 197g¡

Peplau & Perlman,1979¡ Peplau, Russell, & Heim, 1979). The

value of the discrepancy approach is that it moves the foeus
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from mere low levels of social contact that people experi-

ence, which of itself, without reference to a desired level,

might not produce the subjective sense of loneliness, and

that it also recognises cognitive factors mediating between

interpersonal deficiency and emotional response (Perlman &

Peplau, 1981). This is unlike the previous types of defini-

tions discussed which implies absence of cognition and thaL

.the sources of the manifest emotional and affective respon-

ses are to be found in the unconscious. Even more impor-

tantly, this definition aIlows an objective measure of the

concept.

However, all conceptualizations of loneliness irnply rela-

tional defici.ts although they díverge in how the deficit is

conceived. Such qualíties as the sense of disconnectedness

and the inability to love or be loved are characteristic

deficits of the individual, but the discrepancy definition

by implication suggests that the gratification of a posi-

tively experienced intirnacy with even one other particular

person, if this is the desired level of social relations,

could eliminate relational deficits and significantly atten-

uate the sense of loneliness.



LTTERATURE REVIEW

Lonel-iness and Parent-Chi Id Relatio nshios

Theories of the importance of the famiiy, and in particular

the parent-child relationship¡ âs a formative infLuence on

the child's personality have become increasingly influential

in trying to determine what sorL of upbringing a child needs

for healthy adjustment in adulthood.

The proposition that individuals who did not experience

warm, positive relationships with their parents are predis-

pcsed to l-oneliness is the focus of studies by Bergenstal

(i981 ), Hojat (1982), and Rubenstein and Shaver (1980).

These researchers considered their results as Supporting

Bowlby's attachment theory (nowlby , 1952, 1969 i 1973a,

1973b, 1975, 1977), that early experiences of unsatisfactory

parent-child relationships, and those that result in chronic

"separation anxiety", leave the individual vulnerable to

problems of personality functioning and adjustment, possibly

including Ioneliness. The least vulnerable individuals to

Ioneliness would be those who grew up with warm, supportive,

and avaiiable parents.

BowIby (1977) states that attachment theory is:

a way of conceptualising the propensity of human beings to
make strong affectional bonds to particular others and of
explaining the many forms of emot,ional distress and person-

12



a1 ity di sturbance ¡ including
emoLional detachment, to whi
give rise. (p, 201)
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anxiety, anger, depression and
ch unwilling separation and loss

The theory suggests that the nature of attachment between

parent and child in early childhood establishes in the child

a type of orientation to others which determines the ability

to form emotional relationships in later 1ife. This means

that. individuals tend to interpret and have perspectives of

Iater social relationships in the Iight of Lheir early ex-

periences with parents. Generalised expectations of the po-

sitive or negative reinforcing qualities of others are hy-

pothesised to develop through recurrent childhood

experiences with significant others. So, if the child's ex-

periences with parents are primarliy positive and gratify-

ing, the expectation of later relationships will be primari-

1y positive. Conversely, generatised negative expectations

of others is associated with early negative interpersonal

reLationships. If basic intimacy needs of childhood are not

met through the attachment between the child and a parenting

figure, the proposition is that the individual is like1y to

have problems of adjustment, and possibly experience loneli-

ness, in Iater 1i fe.

Many of the studies that have examined the effects of

disturbed attachment have done so in relation to depression

and parental loss Lhrough death or divorce. Generally' they

have arrived at conclusions of direct causative effects on

the development of pathology. For example, Brill and List'on
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(1966) found the Loss of parents through separation or di-

vorce occurred with significantly greater frequency in both

inpatient and outpatient psychiatric polulations, and WaIl-

erstein and Kelly (1980) concluded that there are negative

outcomes in adulthood associated with the experience of

children having to live through the divorce of their pa-

rents.

However, disturbed attachment need not be typified by an

actual separation of parent from chiId, but may be a func-

tion of the inadequate quality of the parent-chiId relation-

ship. A study by Raskin, Boothe, Reatig, and Schulterbrandt

{1971 ) found that a depressed patient sample rated their pa-

rents lower on behaviours of positive involvement with them,

expressions of l-ove and affection, and acceptance of inde-

pendence and individuation on their part when they vrere

children than did a normal sample. Again, Crook, Raskin,

and EIiot. (1981) studied the possible effects of faulty pa-

rental care by comparing <lepressed and non-depressed sub-

jects on aspects of early parent-chiId reLationships. They

found results similar in trend as in studies before theirs
(Abrahams & Whitlock, 1969; Jacobson, Fasman, & DiMascio,

1975; Munroe, 1966), that depressed subjects clearly dif-

fered from their non-depressed counterparts in their reports

of parental behaviours toward them in early childhood. Re-

jection, negative evaluation, derison, debasement, wíthdraw-

aI of affection, and manipulation through guíIt and anxiety
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are some of the parental behaviours more frequently reported

by the depressed, They suggest that "thoughts of personal

vrorthlessness and inferiority seen in depression may

have their origin in early parent-chiId relationships" (p.

950).

These studies suggest that the effects of disturbances of

attachment have some validity. Several classifications of

psychological problems have been identified as possible ef-

fects and, recentfyf loneliness has been Suggested as a pos-

sible outcome of disruptions of attachment" It appears that

the approach to studying other problems, in particular de-

pression, has served as an analogue for the study of loneli-

NESS.

Attachment Theory as an Explanation for Lonel-iness

Bowlby's views have generated a remarkable amount of re-

search and have been very influential in psychological

theorizing. Recently, attempts have been made to empirical-

1y support the possible relationship between attachment fac-

tors and later }oneliness. This, however¡ was preceded by

theoretical explications of the Iink between loneliness and

attachment.

Several writers have considered loneliness from the per-

spective of attachment theory (u.9., Ellison, 1978; Weiss,

1973, 1982), but the boldest, most overt attempts to explain

loneliness in these terms have been by Rubenstein and Shaver
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(1980) who state, that if Bow1by's theories are accepted, it

is "likely that chronic adul-t loneliness can be traced back

to chitdhood experiences of separation, loss or neglect" (p.

320), and by Shaver and Rubenstein (1980) whose explicit ti-

t.le "Childhood Attachment and Adu1t Loneliness" signals the

attempt to link the two concepts in this review paper.

To consider the possible implications of attachment theo-

ry for adult loneliness, Shaver and Rubenstein begin with a

review and acceptance of BowIby's arguments regarding the

importance of attachment both as an instinctual and social

need; a description of the separation-individuation process

as an aspect of the healthy development of the child and the

ideal behaviours of parent,s which facilitate this process;

the short and long-term effects of separation and loss; and

t.he development of secure versus insecure or anxious attach-

ment. They make the link between attachment and loneliness,

first, by reasserting Bowlby's hypothesis that insecure at-

tachment produces chronic anxiety and secondly, the hypothe-

sis that adolescents and adults who had attachmenL problems

during early childhood would exhibit more stress slzmptoms.

Then, drawing on evidence from a survey of aoult loneliness

(Rubenstein & Shaver, 1980) in which a correlation of .60

between stress symptoms, as indicated by a list of nineteen

psychological problems and psychosomatic symptoms, and

scores on a loneliness scale, they infer a relationship be-

Lween childhood attachment and adul-t loneliness. They con-

clude that:
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If children are not aliowed to develop
or if t.heir attachments are threatened
parents, the children may develop models
cial world which are detrimental to
health, and interpersonal relations. (p.

secure attachments,
by separation from
of self and t,he so-
later self-esteem,
s4)

This syllogistic approach might not be reliable or ade-

quate to assert, a relationship between disruptions of at-
tachment and loneliness, but the Rubenstein and Shaver study

attempts to provide more soli.d research evidence for this
relationship. Responses to questions on parentai to""
through death and divorce, closeness to, and reliability of

parents, and the extent to which subjects considered parents

as trusted and secure bases of support, índicate that re-

spondents who experienced no loss and who reported positive

experiences with parents were less 1one1y. Parental absence

produced the highest degree of loneliness, but the Loss of a

parent through divorce had a more detrimental effect than

loss by death. This raises the question as to whether it is
the familial disruptions typically associated with divorce

which compound the effect of loss. Àn age effect was found,

in that, respondents whose parents were divorced before they

were eighteen years of age reported significantly more lone-

liness than those who went through the experience at a later
âgê, or not at all. These results are also reported by Ru-

benstein, Shaver, and PepIau (1979).

The long-term reactions and adjustments to parental loss

seems to produce conditions closely paralleling those iden-

tifiable among IoneIy individuals. lncreased needinessr uD-
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happiness, helplessness, and diminj.shed self-esteem are pos-

sible effects of divorce among preschoolers (Wallerstein &

Ke1Ìy, 1975), and although these reactions may subside, in

about half these children there remains a pervasive needi-

ness for relationships as evidenced by clinging behaviours

and a strong orientation to physical contact. Other possi-

b1e effects are, feelings of rejection, deprivation and

abandonment among early latency children, increased seeking

of emotional Support, the use of defense mechanisms of deni-

aI and avoidance, and explicit references to intense loneli-

ness by nine and ten year old children (Wallerstein & Kelly,

1976). Feelings of sadness, anger, loss, shame, embarrass-

ment, and ä sense of betrayal by parents vtere also found

among adolescents (Wallerstein & Kelly, 1974). Also in the

Rubenstein and Shaver (1982) interviews, Ionely aCults men-

tioned feelings of sadness, boredom, self-pity, and a desire

for a special relationship. Several of these reactions and

feeling states have also been identified by the psychodyna-

micists as aspects of loneliness (..g., Applebaum, 1978¡

Gaev, 1976¡ Hammer, 1972¡ Leiderman, 1969).

When young children's primary attachment figures are in-

accessible or lost, the feelings are similar to those ex-

perienced in adult loneliness, when the addition of devel-

oped cognitive processes influence the feeling state. As

Greene and Kap}an (1978) aia in their psychodynamic explana-

tion of loneliness, Shaver and Rubenstein (1980) make a case
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for a consideration of cognition being a mediator between

childhood events and adult loneliness. How the individual

experiences and explains events depends on the level of cog-

nit,ive development at the time these events occur' So, the

age effect found in the relationship between parental di-

vorce and loneliness could be due to the differential cogni-

tive abilities among children experiencing this event.

From the psychodynamic point of view, cognition is so un-

developed in infancy that awareness of others is non-exis-

tent, but with maturation "cognitive processes are suffi-

ciently developed for the infant to recognise mother as the

person who gratifies and frustrates" (Greene & Kaplan, p.

32Ð. If separation occurs, cognition functions to allow

the child to remember the absent parent, and the experience

of loneliness, inferred by a yearning or longing for a spe-

cific object, is experienced during these absences. Fear of

abandonment is conditioned by negative feelings about self

and actual loss or abandonment is attributed to personal

qualities. This establishes a primary affective state (neg-

ative feeling about the self) which cognitive processes re-

activate or maintain in adulthood,forming a possible precur-

sor to loneliness. Cognitive appraisal of self and how

events are attr ibuted inf .l-uence eventual assumpt ions about

social competence and social reLations. Reactions to rejec-

tion and Separation, which almost inevitably occur among

life experiences, are determined by these processes and may
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to create and maintain social isolation and lone-

Àssessment of CurrenL Research

Perhaps, the most recommended approach for assessing the ef-
fects of early disturbed parent-child relationships on lone-

liness is the longitudinal study, but the cost in time and

money and the inherent problems of this method appears to

have blocked its use. Rel-iance, then, has been on using

retrospective reports of individuals about early parenL-

child relationships.

By this approach, Hojat (1982) confirmed his hypothesis

that individuals who report not having had satisfactory re-

lationships with their parents are likely to experience

Ioneliness in adulthood. He has correctly Iimited his con-

cfusions to the relationship between what individuals report

about their satisfaction with early parent-chiId interac-

tions and their level of loneliness without making inferenc-

es about causality, since this would reguire, at l-east, some

objective measures of these relationships. However, the

manner in which Rubenstein and Shaver (1980) report their
findings is, in part, suggestive of an objectivity in the

measurement of the parental variables which, in fact, is not

present. They report that "respondents who had warm, help-

ful mothers and fathers were less likely to be lonely than

those who had disagreeable, unhelpful parents" (p. 324).
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They go on to report a significant relationship between re-

spondents' trust of parents and degree of loneliness, in

that, the least lonely individuals are most likely to say

they considered their parents "trusted and secure bases of

support". What Rubenstein and Shaver have, in essence, Pr€-

sented | \rithout clearly stating so, are the memories and

perceptions of lonell'and noçr-lonely persons about their re-

lationships with parents and how these differ. Bergenstal

(1981), on the other hand, relates the experiences mal-e ado-

Iescents have with their fathers and their degree of loneli-

ness contemporaneously, and is, thus, able to assert a rela-

tionship between positive experiences with fathers and lower

leveIs of loneliness.

There are two important Iimitations to these studies.

One, common to them all, is that no eva.ì-uation was made of

the memories of lone1y and non-lonely individuals about ear-

Iy parental relationships differentiated for mothers and for

fathers. Rubenstein and Shaver and Hojat considered the re-

lationship subjects had with their parents as a who1e, while

Bergenstal considered the relationship lonely and non-lonely

sons had with their fathers only. The other, is that Hojat

had examined separately the reports of lone1y and non-Ionely

individuals about their relationships with parents and with

peers without a consideration of possible linkages between

how these experiences are remembered. The failure to do

this ignores Lhe extensive research support for the hypothe-
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have with their
to others outside

Peer Relations

Familv Effects on Peer Relations

Research evidence suggests that experiences in the social

world of the family determines hol the child builds rela-

tionships and exists in the social world of peers and other

adults. This is based on the assumption that there is a

carry over or continuitl' from one set of experiences, that

is, with the family, Lo the next, that is, with peers and

others outside the family. The family is regarded as the

preeminent socialization context in which the child's earl-i-

est experiences occur and which shapes the future behaviour

and personality of its progeny. The social abilities ac-

quired through the dynamics of the family find extension and

practice in the contacts with others. rn considering the

social development of the child, the relative amount of time

spent in contacL with peers, rather than with family mem-

bers, and the potential importance of these relationships

should also receive attention.

Studies of earlv relationships with peers. Several stud-

ies have investigated the nature of the parent-chiId rela-

tionship and the sociability of children in interaction with

peers at a point when there are minimum chances for other
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influences other than those by the family. Thus, they are

studies of infants and preschoolers, and the parent-chiId

relationship is examined in terms of attachment. These

studies have been mainly correlational, but they point to

the positive effect of secure attachment on the child's so-

ciability and social competence in peer relationships. No

studies r{ere fcund which seriously put these findings into

question.

In a study of the influence of attachment and prior peer

experiences on the social competence of a group of 3 year

olds, Lieberman (1977) found a high positive correlation be*

tween the amount of experience preschoolers had with peers

and secure attachment with their mothers. This supports

Bowlby's (1973a) view that it is secure attachment which

promotes exploration of the social and physical environment,

and represents the optimal situation where the mother is

able to maintain a balance between the child's need for a

secure base and for exploration and relationships with oth-

ers by being responsive to both. Lieberman also found an

overalt positive correlation between peer competence and se*

cure attachment, and suggested that security of attachment

plays a dual role. First, possibly because of the positive

image of the attachment figure which is generalised, secure

attachment encourages a positive orientation to others and,

t,hus, directly promote peer competence. Second, secure at-

tachment, in so far as it is characterised by the child be-
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ing assured of the parent's availability when needed, seems

to have a natural corollary of encouraging expanded interac-

tion. So children have the opportunity of hreing with, and

Iearning from peers which promotes social competence.

In the Strange Situation procedure (Ainsworth, 8e11, &

Stayton, 1971) for assessing degree of attachment, there are

three major patterns of infant behaviour, falling into A, B,

and C aiotrp=, vrith Group B representing the securely at-

t.ached. In their study, Easterbrooks and Lamb (1979) con-

sidered differences in peer group competence among four sub-

groups of 18 month otd B-group children. The more securely

attached subgroups vtere observed to engage in more frequent

and sophisticated interaction with peers and in more distal

interaction with their mothers. The fess securely attached

infants were rel-atively more cli.nging, proximity oriented to

t,heir mothers, and less sociable toward their peers. If

within a group of generally securely attached infants such

relative individual differences are found, the contrast

shoul-d be more striking if comparisons were made across the

A, B, and C groups.

Pastor (1981) included the À and C groups, or anxiously

attached groups in his study, and found that the differences

among children which emerged during observed peer interac-

tion were related to quality of attachment. Securely at-

tached infants appeared more competent and sociable than

anxiously attached ones. Pastor not,ed, â5 Lieberman did'
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that these positive behaviours of the secureLy attached in-

fants vrere demonstrated with mothers and with peers. This

emphasises that infants seem to need or require this type of

positive secure relationship with the attachment figure to

be able to extend or generalise this behaviour to other mem-

bers of the social network.

Some major shortcomings of these studies are that, first,

the observation period of peer interaction was generally 15

to 30 minutes long, which might have presented some diffi-

culties for the studies in truly capturing the essence of a

child's interactive style and abilities. It may be argued

that if they were observed after a longer period of famil-

iaritlr with their interactive partners, no such differences

might be as easily descernible. Second, mothers vrere gener-

aIIy present with their children during the observations

periods, and it is not known how they would perform in the

parent,'s absence. Third, the issue of stability of behav-

iour $ras not addressed, in that, observations were made at

only one point in time, ruling out the possibility of test-
ing behavioural changes that might occur with rnaturation.

Some attempts at "short-term" longitudinal studies have

been made to respond to the issue of stability of observed

behaviours. Arend, Grove, and Sroufe (197g) assessed in-

fants at three different ages and found relationships be-

tween quality of attachment at 18 months and the child's
problem solving ability at 24 months and social competence
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at 4 t,o 5 years of age. These chil<lren were assessed across

a variety of situations. !.laters, Wippman, and Sroufe (1979)

found that individual differences in peer competence and ego

strength at 3 1/2 years vtere predicted by security of at-

t.achment at 1 5 months " Matas, Arend, and Srouf e' s (1979')

study was intended partly to determine the strength of the

link from early to lat,er behaviour, although the comparison

periods vrere only six months apart. Findings in this study

are congruent vrith others, in that, infants assessed as se-

curely attached at 18 months were more socially competent

with peers at 2 yeats old than insecurely attached infants.

The writers assumed that there is continuity and coherence

in development over time, and that later characteristics of

personality and behaviour are predictable from early assess-

ments. Particular difficulties in later Iife are, thus,

linked to early maladaptation.

Results of these studies which sought to explain individ-

ual differences in peer competence by security of attachment

are quite consistent. Limiting their investigations to

children in the preschool years, they have found, êt least

for that period, continuity of adaptive functions over time

and across different situations. Secure attachment effec-

tively supports the child's early attempts at exploration

and promotes the development of interpersonal competence.

There is general support for the extent to which the quality

of parent-chitd attachment affeets the social experiences
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and the development of the child. Qualitative aspects of

Lhis attachment relationship persist and predictably influ-

ence l-ater behaviour, seeming to set the stage for, and be

integrated into the child's future social interactíons.

The interaction of parent-child and pe-eË relations.

Hartup (1979) proposes two theoretical models used for ex-

plaining how the family system and the peer system interre-

late" In the first, a single process model, social compe-

tence evofves and a basic orientation is established by

family interactions, which find extension and elaboration in

peer interaction. Secure attachment within the family sys-

tem strengthens the ego and promotes effectance' competences

vrhich transfer readily from the primary situation to the

secondary one. In the second model I a dual process model,

specific competences develop independently within the family

system and the peer system. The family context gives

growth, for example, to social- skiIls necessary to success-

fully manage heterosexual and parental functions in later

1ife, while skitls lor successful interaction with age-mates

develop within the context of Lhe peer relationship.

The hypothesis of continuity and progression from one

system to another, inherent in the first model, is especial-

ly attractive for the purpose of this study, and the studies

on peer competence that have been reported are more in keep-

i ng w i tir thi s model .
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Rela l ons

concerning Lhe significance of peer

evelopment are again mainly correla-

t t.he general indicat ion i s that peer

are cent ral- to the soc ial i zat i on pro-

in childhood are prognostic indicators

adolescence and adul-thood (Hartup,

tions are predictive of a variety of

ogical disturbances.

Empirical evidence. In a study of servicemen who were

former patienLs of a child guidance clinic, Roff ( 1 961 )

found that more men who as children were rated as having

poor peer adjustment received "bad conduct" discharges than

those who had better peer relations. Adult mental health

status was predicted by ratings of peer acceptance in child-

hood (nott , 1963), and more adults diagnosed as psychotic

were rated as social isolaLes in childhood than their "nor-

mal" controls (fohn & Clausen, 1955). Partial results of a

longitudinal study of the relationship of early dysfunction

to later dysfunction, were that children in a third grade

class who were scorned and disparaged by their classmates

had more psychiatric difficulties when they were 11 to 13

years old, than children who vrere positively accepted (Cow-

êD, pedersonf Babijian, Izzo, & Trost, 1973). Of several

measures used with these third grade children, the best pre-

dictor of emotional difficulties was peer ratings. In this
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latter study, more so than in the others reported here, the

possibility of reciprocal causation is very obvious, that

the rejection by peers could produce the effect as welL as

the early indications of the present emotional problems

could have caused the children's rejection.

More specific to loneliness, Moore (1974) found a trend

for more loneIy individuals to report having fewer friends,

engaging in more solitary activities, and not having been

fond of the company of other children and adults during

childhood than non-}oneIy adults.

OveraIl, there is no strong evidence contradicting the

view t,hat peer relations occupy a central position in the

development of personality and the ability to live in a so-

cial worId. À relevant review by Rubin (1980) presents the

several unique functions of children's peer friendships

which cannot be as well provided in relationships with pa-

rents and other adults.

Components and Functions of Peer Relations

It is primarily through the medium of play that early peer

friendships are initiated and maintained, and through play

activity that such qualities as social skiIIs, the sense of

se]f, and the ability to form attachments with others out-

side the family are nurtured. Under optimal conditions,

children at varying stages of their early development engage

in, and may even show preferences for, different eomposi-
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tions of peer groups and groups of play-mates. At times

there are sex preferences, age preferences, and group size

arrd group composition preferences in chiLdren's play' and

each of these peer group characteristics has the potential

to contribute to aspects of the child's social devel-opment.

Same-sex friendships may allow children to share similar

interests and activities with others .who generally demon-

strate similar behavioural styles, while cross-sex friend-

ships expose children to a wider range cf behavioural styles

and activities and develop in them an understanding and

appreciation of opposite sex members (Rubin, 1980). It is

aLso Iikely that children derive differential benefits from

interacting wit.h same-age and cross-age peers. In mixed age

groups children, for example, are integrated into a diverse

sociat environment which enhances the development of commu-

nicative and social skilIs, these groups demanding as they

do that children resolve conflicts and learn to acknowledge

the points of view of others (Konner , 1975).

Lougee, Grueneich, and Hartup (1977), based on the re-

sults of their study of the social interaction of same- and

cross-age dyads of preschool children, suggested that chil-

dren are sensitive to age differences among themselves, and

are likeJ-y to make appropriate behaviour adjustment to acco-

modate them. Roopnarine (1981) found evidence which sup-

ported the value of both same- and cross-age friendships.

Older children lowered their level of play when in interac-
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Lion with younger children, while younger children increased

their level of play when interacting with older children,

suggesting the mobilisation of skil1s of empathy and role

taking. On the other hand, children engaged in more play

when interacting with same-age peers than with cross-age

ones. Same-age friendships flây, then, a1low more intensity

of play, which may stimulate the generation of aspects of

relationships such as intimacy and conflict resolution.

Peer groups comprising Iarger numbers of children may

provide them with experiences and learning opportunities for

managing multiple and shifting roles as characteristic of

adult social life, and pose some of the most central issues

regarding group Iiving, such as inclusion and exclusion, in-

dividuality, and compliance (nubin, 1980). Children Iearn

about, and experience, the rupture of friendships, holv to

re-establish broken relationships, and how to deal with the

grief resulting from the permanent Ioss of a friend.

Through group experiences they may also learn how and when

to be independent and to seek privacy and aloneness without

a sense of loneliness. Additionally, such views as generat-

ed by the work of Bronfenbrenner ( 1979 ) and Condry and Siman

(1974) , express the belief in the powerful influences of

peer groups, which often override the familial influences

with regards to such characteristics as appearance, behav-

iours, and skills.
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Sutton-Smith and Rosenberg (197A) regarded sibling inter-

acLion a type of peer relationship, and in their review em-

phasise the considerabLe influence of siblings upon the de-

velopment of personality and behaviour. WhiIe abusive so-

cial experiences and rivalry often characterise the

relationship between siblings, Bank and Kahn (1975), in a

study of the dynamics of the sibling group, found that si-
blings provide reflected self-appraisal which is crucial for

the development of self-esteem and identity. Siblings find

support in each other, especially when the parental rela-
tionship is disorganised, act as socializers for each other,

play out differentiated social roles, and exert social pres-

sure regarding behaviour. They may also serve as models oi

identification and offer immediate opportunities within the

family for the development of interpersonal ski11s.

Social Learnins of Interpersonal Abilities
Children fearn from others so t,hat their behaviours and at-
titudes are largely shaped by the dominant sociai influences

in their environment during the period of development. Sev-

eral principles of social learning are recognised as deter-

mining behaviours in children, such as instruction, positive

reinforcment, extinction, punishment, counterconditioning,

social imitation, and discrimination. However, âs early as

1906, James Baldwin considered imitation to be a central-

process in socialization, and later interest vras aroused in

this principle by the extensive programmes of research un-
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dertaken by Bandura and his colleagues (1963, 1969, 1971),

which brought out clearly the imitative behaviours of chil-

dren. An indication that imitation occurs is that children

are seen to adopt many behaviours and attitudes of their pa-

rents, f or example, sâying many of t,he same things they do

and adopting their mannerisms.

While other learning principles may explain the gradual

acquisition of behaviour, imitation more adequately explains

the rapid development of novel responses (Bandura & Walters,

1963). For example, a three year o1d's unanticipated behav-

iour of putting out a hand to be shaken in the absence of

specific instruction may be better understood as imitation

of parental or other behaviour than due to other learning

principles. Differential rewarding, reinforcement, or purr-

ishment may follow behaviours that have been spont,aneously

Iearnt through imitation, causing certain behaviours to be

added to, or deleted from, the child's behaviour repertoire.
Findings from Bandura's work weakened the acceptance of oth-

er learning principles, showing them as having less influ-

ence on the initial acquisition of particular behaviours,

and opening a line of thought that an important role of pa-

rents in children's learning is that they are seen as models

whose behaviours may serve as patterns on which children

style their own behaviours.

Bandura's research suggests the conditions which foster

and encourage imitation as: first, that the model is per-
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ceived by the child as prestigious and powerful, for in-

stance, if the model has control over things and objects

that the child desires; and second, that there is a positive

affective relationship between the child and the model as

occurs if the model has been nurturant toward the child. Tf

both these conditions are clearly present, children are more

Iikely to imitate parents than if thçse conditions are ab-

sent or minimally present. Parents who manifest a lot of

control behaviours will be perceived by their children as

powerful, while nurturant behaviours will be interpreted as

affection, and children in these circumstances will Iikely

perceive being reinforced for behaving as their parents do.

Thus, the most potent models are those who are nurturant or

who control resources. The behaviours children adopt under

these circumstances are likeIy to be those characterising

the models.

Children may imitate parents generally, even to the ex-

tent of imitating negative and self-destructive behaviours,

but the theory also suggests that the manner of relating

which children observe in their pârents may be modelled in

their own reLationships with others such as peers, and might

become aspects of their own social competence, Imitation

seems, then, to be a povrerful element in the process of so-

cialization and implies that children may spontaneously

Iearn how they are supposed to behave when models are avail-

able to them.
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Social Learninq a¡¡l the Development of Social Skills

Attachment theory is concerned with the development of emo-

tional bonds in the parent-child relationship, and implies

that the ability to relate well to others develops naturally

out of the security of an early emotional relationship with

an attachment figure. It is the orientation to others which

Seems important in this case, and not the presence or ab-

sence of a learnt ability to relate. But the ability to re-

late to others may be a LearnL quality facilitated by access

to appropriaLe social ski11s.

"Socia1 skiIls refer to the techniques for establishing

and managing social interactions and relationships" (Rubin,

1980, p. 4). Rubin identifies these skiIls as including the

ability to communicate successfully, the ability to engage

others in activity, the exercise of tact and sensitivity'

and the ability to deal appropriately with conflict. These

skiIIs may be learnt through the wide range of environmental

opportunities available to do so; through instruction,

through reinforcement of appropriate skills, and through im-

itation of models such as parents, siblings, and peers. The

role of peers have already been examined in this review.

The child's earliest environment is the family and so the

first and primary models available to the child are parents.

There is some evidence in the Iiterature to support the view

that imitation may be a process through which individuals

acquire social skills, and that the social competence of pa-

rents may be causally linked to that of their children.
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Results of a sludy by Sherman and Farina (1974) indicate

there is similarity between mothers and sons on the dimen-

sion of social adequacy, thus supporting the hypothesis that

mothers in some way influence the social skills of their

sons. This suggests that the children of highly skilled pa-

rents are more 1ikeIy to function effectively in their own

social worlds more so than the children of parents with lim-

ited social skil]s. In another study' Siegelman, Block,

Block, and von de Lippe (1970) divided adults into a high

optimal adjustment group and a low optimal adjustment group

and employed a number of measures in order to identify the

antecedent circumstances which differentiated the groups.

They concluded that adult adjustment appears to have a pre-

condition of a competent and integrated mother who demon-

strated high inLellectual skiIls, and skills desireable for

optimal family life. They believed these were even more im-

portant than emotional warmt,h between child and mother in

determining Iater adjustment. The paucity of studies in-

volving fathers is quite marked in this area. Popplewell

and Sheikh (1979) have reviewed studies of father role in

child development and point out the traditional lack of at-

tention in this area

Three effects are proposed in relation to the role of the

parent in this area. First, in so far as children may not

have adequate or appropriat.e models to imitate constitutes a

failure or inabilíty to adequately prepare the child for
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managing the social environment. Second, maladjustment,

which possibly include the proclivity to be chronically

lonely, may be traced not only to negative emotional experi-

ences irr the family but also to faulty learning. Third, an

interaction effect between the two processes generated by

attachment theory and social learning theory should be con-

sidered. Negative emotional experiences as may arise from

deficits in the relationship ber,ween parent and child may be

related io ihe parent's level of social ski11s, in that, pâ-

rental dominanL and rejecting behaviours and the inability

to act as secure attachment figures may be an indication of

parental lack of social skilIs.

If loneliness is indicative of a Iimited capacity for

emotional attachment Ionely parents may have 1one1y children

because of their failure to provide secure emotional rela-

tionships. But slso, children may have acguired, through

imitation, the similar styles of social relating which had

served to keep parents isolated. In addition to observation

and imitation, however, one may often see parents providing

direct instruction regarding social behaviours to t,heir

children, which may reflect the parents' own biases about

social behaviours. These may or may not be accurate in

terms of what is appropriate or skilled social- behaviour.
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Lonel iness and SociaI Skills

The importance of interpersonal skiIls in the esLablishment

and maintenance of human relationships has always been

stressed, and has been studied extensively. Much of the

support. for this proposition comes from research on the re-

Iationship between social skills and maladjustment as found

among psychiatric patients. Recently, however, there have

been studies directly aCdressing the relationship between

Ioneliness and leveIs of social skiIIs, eliminating the need

to extrapolate or deduce from the relationships found for

other categories of psychologícal problems.

The available evidence of the negative relationship be-

tween loneliness and social skills is consistent, and no

studies were found to contradict this general finding. An

examination of these studies shows that a range of behav-

iours and personal qualities have been identified as consti-

tuting social skilts, introducing some confusion into the

literature. AIso, rêIationships between these two concepts

have been found for individuals at various age levels and

Iife stages.

Àmong the various indices of social skills and interper-

sonal functioning that have been correlated with loneliness

are: hostility in interpersonaf situations (Moore, 1974),

using coercive power in influence attempts (Gerson, 1978),

inhibited sociability indicated by difficulties in initiat-

iog, maintaining, and participating in social interaction
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(uorowitz & de s. French, 1979), lower dispositional levels

of self-disclosure (CheIune, SuItan, & wiiliams, 1980),

higher levels of self-focused attenLion (Goswick & Jones,

1981), tâking fewer risks in social situations and being

less expressive of affection for others (Jones, Freemon, &

Goswick, 1 981 ) , and less partner attention as a specific
category of conversational behaviour (Jones, Hobbs, & Hock-

enbury, 1982). The relationship between loneliness and poor

social skills has been found for various age groups as well;
for young children as indicated b¡r their amount of contact

with peers (Moore, 1967), for adolescents (Brennan, 1982),

for college age populations (Goswick & Jones , 1981 ¡ Horowitz

& de S. French, 1979), and for senior citizens (Perlman,

Gerson, & Spinner, 1978).

Às Trower, Bryant, and ArgyIe (1978) suggest, any indi-
vidual who is unable, through socially accepted v¡ays, to af-
fect the behaviours and feelings of others in desired or in-
tended vrays may be considered socially inadequate. Poor

social skiIIs impede the individual's ability to capitalize
on opportunities for interpersonal involvement, and the re-

sulting social isolation may lead to a sense of interperson-

al failure and the experiencing of loneliness.
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PersonaliÈv Correlates of Loneliness

Sociai inadequacy may stem from a deficit of social skills

and from other stable personality traits which serve to keep

the individual socially isolated and unabLe to form meaning-

ful emotional bonds. Research has Iinked several personali-

ty variables with loneliness which act as impediments to the

individual attaining the desired level of social relation-

ships. Depression and low self-esteem are among the person-

ality variables which have been shown to have the highest

correlations wi.th loneliness.

WhiIe low self-esteem has been linked consistently with

the experiencing of loneliness (Cutrona,

1982;Jones,Freemon,& Goswick, 1981; LobdeII' 1981 ¡ Loucks,

1980; Moore & Sermat , 1974; Paloutzian 6. EII-ison , 19821 , a

causal direction has not been firmly established. It is

equally as likely that Low self-esteem is a cause of loneli-

ness as it is a conseguence of the sense of personal failure

which accompanies Ioneliness. Cutrona (1g82) has produced

evidence from a longitudinal study, however, which supports

the position that low self-esteern might be precedent to

loneliness. She found that among college students, charac-

teristics indicative of self-esteem vtere related to whether

they experienced loneliness transitorily or if it persisted

over a longer period of time. High self-esteem students

vrere more likely not to feel lonely at the end of seven

months after entering college than were low self-esteem stu-

dent s .
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Low self-esteem may also be a cause or consequence of

poor social skitls. Horowitz, de S. French, and Anderson

(1982) argue that low self-esteem may be a reflection of the

individual's social skiIIs def icit, whil-e Zimbardo (1977)

proposes low self-esteem may cause social anxiety, sociaL

reticence, and the individual not to demonstrate the social

behaviours necessary for the initiation and maintenance ot

social relationships. Low seLf-esteem or the realisation of

the absence of skills to promote liking and respect of oth-

ers may increase the tendency Lo withdraw from sociaL situ-
ations 

"

Depression seems to be among the most common affective
states associated with lonel-iness, and it is not yet clear

which condition exacerbates the other or how they are se-

quenced temporally (nook, 1982). The dominant view project-
ed in the literature is that persistent loneliness is more

1ike1y the precursor to depression than vice versa, based on

the nature of depression as a reactive state (e.g., Ruben-

stein & Shaver , 1982). Cutrona (1982) shows that depression

is more likely to be reported when individuals make personal

attributions about the causes of their loneliness than when

they make environmentai- attributions, and appears to be one

of the major vrays individuals cope with and react to their
Ioneliness. WhiIe depression may not cause loneliness, and

while there are many reasons why people become depressed,

self-reports of lonely individuals reveal significantly high
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outzian S. EIlison, 1982; RusseIl, Peplau, & Cutrona,

Weeks, Michela, Peplau, & Bragg, 1980).
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1980;

ln considering the inter-relatedness of personality fac-

tors, one may also examine the link between self-esteem and

depression. It. seems uncommon for depressive affect to oc-

cur in isolation from other unpleasureable states, and cli-
nicians seem to generally agree that depression tends to be

associated with l-ow self-esteem. There appears to be no

consensus, however, which of these states take precedence in

terms of seguence.

Circumstances may Lhreaten the person's positive self-e-
valuation, thus evoking self-rejecting attitudes, and KapIan

(1977 ) considers depression the affective response to such

negative self-att.itudes. Klerman (1974) also believes feel-
ings of depression may be initiated as a response to help-

Iessness and faIIen self-esteem. Beach, Àbramson, and Lev-

ine ( 1 981 ) identify a situation where they bel-ieve

depression takes precedence by suggesting that depressed pa-

tients will suffer loss of self-esteem if they attribute
their helplessness to internal factors rather than to exter-
nal ones. In contrast to these views, Akiskal and McKinney

(1975) give precedence to neither of these conditions, but

regards depression as the emotional concommitant of low

self-esteem.
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The persistent relationship between low self-esteem and

depression is supported by the results of several studies.

In a study to determine the correlation between self-esteem

and depression, BattIe (1978) obtained a Pearson correlation

of -.55 for a combined group of male and female students.

ÀIso, AILman and wittenborn (1980), in testing the hypothe-

sis that women who have been depressed have personalities

different from vromen who have not, found that level of self-

esLeem was one personality quality that significantly dif-

ferentiated the two groups. It is not only the current

state of depression which is found to be related to low

self-esteem, but also a proneness to depression. When Ze-

more and Bretell (1983) controlled for current level of de-

pression and depressed affect, they found a statistically

significant correlation of -.55 between a measure of depres-

sion proneness and low self-esteem.

It may be that such personality features as low self-es-

teem and depression are extensions of the symptomatic com-

plex of lonel-iness, and may form part of a more total pack-

age of beliefs and attitudes about the self and others which

is identified with the lonely individual.

Di f ferent Loneliness and Depression

Depression is a particularly confoundíng condition of lone-

l-iness. The substantial overlap consistently found between

the two conditions has led to questions about their sepa-
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rateness as distinct constructs. The view of Horowitz, de

S. French, and Anderson (1982) is t,hat "the prototype of a

Ione1y person is iLself nested within the prototype of a de-

pressed person. That is, the major features of a lonely

person are a subset of those of a depressed person" (p.

184), which suggests Iittle separateness between the two.

However, to clarify the conceptual separateness between the

two phenomena, Weeks, Michela, Peplau, and Bragg (1980) car-

ried out a structural equation analysis rvhich demonstrates

Lhat loneliness is discriminable from depression. Although

correlated phenomena, they propose no causal Iink between

the two, but the possibifity that they share a common gen-

esis.

What should also be noted is that the depressive and

lonely states are qualitatively different in their manifes-

Lation. Depression is more dominantly characterised by pas-

sivity than is loneliness; depressed persons might more ex-

clusively make dispositional attributions and more totally

accept blame for their present predicament than lone1y indi-

viduals; the lonely person yearns for intimacy and may seek

social contact while the depressed feel deserving of their
present condition, unworthy of the company of others, and

satisfied to remain depressed; the lone1y is capable of car-

ing for others while the depressed might not be able to re-

spond to others even when this is most demanded (Ortega,

1969; Weiss, 1973). More recently, Bragg (1979) addresses
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this issue of the frequently noted association between de-

pression and loneliness and showed that people reporting

both loneliness and depression are dissatisfied with social

and non-social aspects of their lives, while lonely persons

who report no depression seem to experience only social dis-

satisfaction"

Soc iaI Relationships and Loneliness

Interpersonal involvement, as measured by amount of social

contact, has been found to be related to loneliness. Stud-

ies by HilI, Rubin, and Peplau (1976), Russell, Pep1au, and

Cutrona (1980), and Cutrona (1982), suggest that among col--

lege students the absence or loss of dating relationships,

reduced numbers of friends, and littIe romantic involvement

are associated with loneliness. Special subgroups of the

population, such as single individuals and older persons,

with limited social engagement, tend tc experience more

loneliness (gloom, Asher, 6, white, 1978; KiveLt, 1978; Lopa-

tâ, 1969, 1980i Weiss, 1973).

However, the effects of 1ow amounts of social contacts

may be mitigated by the degree of emotional intimacy exist-
ing in current relationships. Individuals may find enough

satisfaction within only a few relationships and be less

lonely, while some may feel lonely despite a high amount of

social contact. For example, Jones, Freemon, and Goswick

( 1 981 ) found that quantitatively, social interaction does
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not differ between high-IoneIy and 1ow-1onely students, but

that the difference in degree of loneliness felt appears re-

tated to the existing levels of intimacy within friendships.

This differential level of intimacy, and consequently how

much loneliness is experienced, suggests that, unless one

has the capacity to form affectional bonds, the mere pres-

ence of .a number of social contacts is not enough to prevent

l-oneliness. It appears that two major abilities are needed

to avoid Ioneliness: first, interpersonal ski11s, to allov¡

social engagement; and Second, âñ orientation to experience

affection and emotion in relationships in order to achieve

intimacy. The literature also suggests that how much lone-

liness individuals report depends on how satisfied they are

with their existing social relationships compared to others

(coldenb€r9, 19BZ).

Lineaqe Transmission of Loneliness

The concept of the lineage transmission of loneliness de-

rives from recent research investigating intergenerational

similarities of patterns of interpersonal- relationship char-

acteristics. There is little research in this area, and

what has been done primarily addresses the issue of the

lineage transmission of marital stabil-íty/ínstability (gum-

pass & Sweet, 1972; Mott & Moore, 1979¡ Pope & Mueller'

197ü. From the results of these studies, Filsinger and

Lambke (1993) have proposed that what is being transmitted

specifically between generations is interpersonal compe-

tence.
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Filsinger and Lambke hypothesised that interpersonal

competence in both intimate and general social relationships

is transmitted down generational lines. Their study in-

volved a sample of college students and their parents who

vrere tested f or Iineage ef f ects. Both groups vlere measured

on adjustment to intimate and general social relationships,

with results giving evidence that inLerpersoçra1 competence

in general social situations is transmitted from parents Lo

chi idren .

It is reasonable to extrapolate from these findings that

the propensity to loneliness, â5 an indication of interper-

sonal competence, may be transmitted from one generation to

another. Learning theory suggest that children tend to ac-

guire, through imitation, similar behaviour of their pa-

rents, and that this is more likely to occur where cfoseness

between parent and child facilitates the imitative process.

Loneliness may be transmitted because its associated person-

ality and social behaviour characteristics are transmitted

en masse from parent to child, through children acquiring

the similar characteristics associated with their parents'

loneliness.
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Statement of Hvpotheses

The general purpose of this study is to determine the multi-

variate reLationship of a number of reported family rela-

tions, pêrsonaiity, and social interaction variables on the

degree of loneliness experienced by students, and to specify

which variables among these have the strongest relationship

with student loneliness. In addition to this general aim,

several specific hypotheses are proposecl as follows¡

1 " Students who are more lonely are expected to recall

the relationship with their parents when they were children

as less positive than less lonely students

2. Parents, with whom students recall having had a more

positive relationship, are expected to report lower levels

of loneliness and depression, and higher fevels of social

skiIIs, self-esteem, and marital satisfaction than parents

with whom students recall a Less positive relationship.

3. Students who recall a more pgsitive relationship with

parents when they were children are expected to recall more

diverse peer relationships in childhood than students who

recaIl a less positive parent-child relationship.

4. Students who recall more diversity in early peer re-

Iationships are expected to report less loneliness than stu-

dents who reca1I less diverse peer relationships. This re-

Iationship is expected to be mediated by level of social

ski 11s.
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5. Students and parenLs who report lower levels of so-

cial skill-s and self-esteem, and higher levels of depres-

sion, ere expected to be more loneIy than students and pa-

rents who report higher levels of social skiIIs and self-es-

teem, and lower levels of depression.

6. Low satisfaction with number and

friendships is expected to be associated

ness in students and their parents.

quality of

with more

cur rent

loneI i -

7. Students who are more lonely are expected to have pa-

rents who also reporL more loneliness than parents of less

Ionely students. This reLationship is expected to be medi-

ated by student reports of positive parent-chitd relation-

ships.

One exploratory question to be addressed, which

stated as a hypothesis, is how students experiencing

degrees of loneliness remember their retationship

rents, difierentiated for mothers and for fathers.

is not

varyrn9

with pa-



METHOD

The study seeks to identify, among other things, what family

and social relationship factors as subjects recal-1 and re-

porL them help to separate the more lone1y from the less

lonely" To do this several methodological issues have to be

considered"

Às l{eiss (1982) asserts, it is unlikely that an objective

correlaLe of loneliness will ever be found, and reliance of

obtaining information about factors associated with ]oneIi-
ness will have to be on the reports of respondents. There

is as yet no reliable way of manipulating all the variables

being investigated in this study, but from respondents' re-

ports it is possible to examine in which vray naturally oc-

curring individual differences on the independent variables

are related to differences on the dependent variabl-e, lone-

liness" In other words, since the levels of the independent

variables vrere not controlled, a correlational design is
used, to examine what changes on the independent variables

are associated with changes on the dependent variable.

Established correlations between these variables wiIl, of

course r say nothing about vrhy the relationships exist, ancl

explanation of this will depend on the nature of the vari-
ables involved and on existing theoretical knowledge. Spe-

50
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cifically, it. will not be possible to make inferences about

causal relationships between variables, since there is no

control over the levels of the independent variables to

which the research units are exposed.

The reliance in this study on retrospective information

may be seen as problematic, particularly in relation to the

information obtained about early parental behaviours and

early peer relatíonships. This form of reporting is thought

not to be retiable in capturing the true nature of the rela-

tionships as they actually existed. An alternative approach

of using the observation of behaviour exchanges, even when

feasible, tends to ignore the cognitive processes entering

the interpretation of meaning of the behaviours, which is an

important factor in how behaviours are understood. Even the

immediacy of reporting on a behaviour or event does not

eliminate the subjective perspective given to them. Because

of this, it is possible that present Iife conditions and

feeiings about the self will colour or affect how past ex-

periences and behaviours are recaIled. For example, it

might be difficult to determine whet,her lone1y subjects had

unsupportive parents or poor peer relationships as children,

or whether their current feelings of lonelíness causes their
negative perceptions of these early events.

Bower (1981) investigated the infl-uence of emotions on

memory and thinking, with the result that subjects recalled

a greater percentage of experiences that were affectively
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congruent v¡iLh the mood they vrere in during reca1I. For the

study, Bower used what he described as "normal" subjects in

whom he induced, through hypnotic suggestion, moods of sad-

ness and happiness" He found that his subjects recalled

more words f rom a list they had l-earnt in a particul-ar mood

when this mood v¡as again induced in them than when they were

in the opposite mood. In other words, affect-state-depen-
dent memory vras demonstrated in subjects' better recaIl of

the same-mood list and worse recall of the opposite-mood

Iist. He also found this effect in how subjects remembered

personal episodes and childhood incidents. When subjects

were feeling good they recalled personal episodes as more

pleasant than they had previously rated them, and when they

vrere feeling bad they were rated more unpleasant than origi-
nally. Regarding childhood incidents, Bower found that hap-

py subjects retrieved significantly more pleasant than un-

pleasant memories, while sad subjects recalled more

unpleasant memories. These findings suggest that subjects

will shift their perception of what is pleasant and unplea-

sant toward their current mood.

Hov¡ever, results in a different direction and contradict-
ing Bower's findings of mood-state-dependent memory were ob-

tained by Abrahams and Whitlock (1969). In a study of

childhood experiences and later depression, they found that

reports given by inpatient depressed subjects about early
relat ionship v¡ith parents vrere simi lar to reports they gave
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18 months later when they were not depressed. Since depres-

sion is an affective state recognised for its potential for
negatively colouring how events are interpreted, these re-

sults suggest that little bias is introduced into the indi-
vidual's recall of informaLion related to parent-child ex-

periences.

The difference in results between these two studies might

be due to the type of study and the type of subjects used.

Although Bower hoped to obt,ain results showing how memory is
influenced by emotions and also hor¡ emotional thinking is
similar to the pathological thinking seen in the affective
disorders, his laboratory findings cannot be generalised to

other populations. Subjects in the Abrahams and Whitlock

naturalistic study were classified as clinically depressed,

and if Beck's (1967 ) proposition is accepted, that a neg-

ative view of the self and the world, self-blame and criti-
cism are primary elements of depression and are core aspects

of the personality, it is understandabLe that these subjects

would consistently describe the important relationships in

their Iives negatively.

Subjects used in the present study could represent vari-
ous types, from those considered "normaI" in the manner em-

ployed by Bower, to those exhibiting some degree of affec-
tive disorder. Measrrres are to be taken of depression and

self-esteem, which should distinguish between these groups

of subjects, and the differences in how these individuals
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describe past and current relationships and events would be

reflected in the data. These differences could then be re-

lated to loneliness.

Another issue to be considered concerns the ongoing de-

bate regarding the permanence and stability of personality

traits over time. This study assumes that the traits meas-

ured have some stability and permanence. However, the lit-

erature reflects the unresolved status of this question.

Schuerger, Tait, and Tavernelli (1982) addressed the

question of the temporal stability of personality using

questionnaire measures by examining the test-retest reli-

abilities of a wide range of types of personality invento-

ries differing in construction, number of items, and ages

for whom they were designed, with samples differing in size,

sex, and occupat.ion. They found that all tests they exam-

ined showed a similar pattern of decline in reliability over

time. Differences in reliabiliLy among scales vrere related

to their number of items and degree of homogeneity. An in-

teresting finding of this study is that the oLder a person

at the time of testing, the higher the test-retest reliabil-

ity. This suggests that younger people are more susceptible

to the effects of rnediating events, or are more sensitive to

the changes and feelings occurring with them, than older

people are.
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Gottfredson (1982) obtained different results which 1ed

her to accept the proposition of the stabiJ-ity and reliabil-

ity of personality. She found that three globaI personatity

dimensions Anxiety, Extraversion, and Commitment are

highly stable and have direct influence on several other di-

mensions of Lhe individual's functioning, such as education-

aI attainment, social competence, and affective moods.

The finding by Schuerger et â1., that stability of per-

sonality increases with age, and that by Gottfredson, wiIl

permit some confidence that the personality traits measured

for parents in this study are stable over the period of in-

terest" For students, measured personality traits are re-

garded as outcome factors.

Subiects

The sample for this study comprises 130 female students and

their mothers and fathers. It was decided to focus the

study on female students only in order to limit the sources

of variability that would be present if males vtere included,

and to allow a more intense study of a specified group.

Student participants were recruited from the pool of stu-

dents doing Introductory Psychology at the University of

Manitoba. They receive credit for research participation.

Several criteria were applied to

i.e. students should be between the

unmarried, and Iiving at home wíth

selec t
ages of

these

17 and

subj ects :

24 years,

The agetheír parents.
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range specified might be considered as representing the

t.hreshold between adolescence and adulthood when, according

Lo conventional thinking, developmental changes essentially

ceases and parental influences on children are minimal or

have lost the ability to further affect behaviour (Labouvie-

Vief, 1978)" Since parental influence is one major area of

interest in Èhe study, students were to have had relaLively

undisLurbed contact with their parents. The marriages of

the students' parents r{ere to be intact, although no stipu-
lations vrere made about the quality of their marital reLa-

tionships. Broken homes and parents absent through death or

divorce are hypothesised to have unique effects on children

and constitute a separate area of research (Rosenberg, 1965;

Rubenstein, Shaver, & Peplau, 1979¡ Schooler , 1972).

Three hundred and seven students initially completed a

45-minute questionnaire from which the variables for the

study were derived. Parents s¡ere recruited by asking stu-

dents to take separate packages home to their mothers and

fathers, which included a letter briefly describing the

study and requesting their cooperation and participation
(Appenoix A), the parent questionnaire, and a stamped, ad-

dressed envelope in which they were to reLurn the completed

questionnaires. Five students declined taking packages home

to their parents. Parents who did not return their ques-

tionnaires after a two-week period were contacted by tele-
phone and encouraged to do so.
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Despite the initial screening based on the criteria es-

tablished for inclusion in the study, which was done at the

point of recruiting student subjecLs, 43 students who com-

pleted the questionnaires were found not to qualify, for

reasons that they had parents who had died or were divorced

and thaL they were not living at home with their parents.

Of the parent questionnaires returned, B were discarded

mainly because of incomplete data substantiat enough to in-
validate the records. Finally, questionnaires from 258 stu-

dents, 150 mothers, and 133 fathers were useable. Question-

naires for students, mothers, and fathers vrere matched using

code numbers which were similar across the student-mother-

father triad. One hundred and thirty completed triads were

extracted, and in addition, there vrere 105 single student

questionnaires, 20 student-mother pairs, and 3 student-fa-

ther pairs. The final sample of completed triads represents

approximately 5Oeo of the useable questionnaires and of those

that gualified for the study.

The average age of students Ìvas 18.9 years with a median

of 18.5 years. Average sibling size was 2"3 with a median

of 2.i. All fathers, except 5 who were retired and 2 who

were unemployed, had jobs outside the home. Of the mothers,

61eo were employed outside the home, and 39eo were described

as being housewives. English was the primary language spo-

ken in the home of 79e" of f ami l ies, whi Ie 21eo used a lan-
guage other than English.
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Variables and their Measu emenL

Student loneliness is the primary dependent variable of in-

terest but, for some analyses, other variables may be re-

garded as the dependent measure. Independent variables

measured for students exclusively vrere their recall of early

relationships with parents and with peers' current closeness

to parents, and perceptions of their parent,s' marital happi-

ness, Marital satisfaction was measured for mothers and fa-

thers. Commonly measured variables for the three groups of

research subjects were Ioneliness, s,¡ciaI ski11s, self-es-

Leem,depression, quality of current friendships, and two so-

cial comparison measures regarding number of friends and

quality of friendships compared to others. Each parent also

reported how they remember the student subjects' early peer

relationships, this information to be used f.or validation of

students' own reports. Several measures were used to derive

these variables.

LoneI iness

Researchers have not yet found a vray of readily manipulating

Ioneliness, nor have developed an experimental paradigm to

produce differing degrees of Ioneliness under controlled

conditions, so reliance is on an instrument that can ade-

quately detect variations in the experiencing of loneliness

(Russell, Peplauf & Cutrona, 1980). Such an instrument

needs to be able to discriminate clearly among the various

personality characteristics, such as low self-esteem, shY-
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ness, depression, and alienation, that are closely related

Lo l-oneliness itself. Cook and CampbeIl (1979) emphasise

the need to be concerned with confounding, meaning that op-

erations which are intended "to represent a particular cause

or effect construct can be construed in terms of more than

one construct, each of which is stated at the same level of

reduction" (p. 59). DependenL variabtes should represent

the theoretical dimension they are meant to measure and

should be differentiated from their particular cognates.

While other personality variabLes may co-occur with loneIi-
ness, recent research has demonsirated that it is a distinct
construct (Russel-1, Pep1au, & Cutrona, 1980; Weeks, Michela,

Peplau, & Bragg, 1980).

The U.C.L.A. Lonel-iness Scale is a reliable measure of

loneliness. The 20-item scale measures subjects' seff-re-
ports of several experiences and behaviours which are theo-

retically related to loneliness, such as social accessibili-
ty to others, difficulty in making friends, and a sense of

aloneness (See Appendix B). The scale is recommended for

its relative ease of rating and scoring. It has high inter-
nal consistency with a coefficient alpha of .96, and a test-
retest reliability of .73, for the student population on

which the measure was standardized. The correlation between

a self-labelling loneliness index and the scale was .79,

thus, the scale relates closely to another measure of lone-

liness. It correlates very highly with the later revised
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with an Ë of .91 (Russell, Pep]au, & Cutrona, 1980).

scores on this scale represent greater lonel-iness.

Parental Behaviour with Children

For the purposes of this study, interest is in three broad

categories of the parent-chiId relationship: first, memories

of early parental behaviour; second, students' attitudes to

parents when they r¡rere children, in terms of their perceiv-

ing parents as reliable, and secure and trusted bases of

support; third, current closeness to parents.

Schaefer's Children's Report of Parental Behaviour Inven-

tory (cnpgr) (Schaefer, 1965) is an effective form by which

to obtain reports of early parental behaviours but, because

of its unv¡eild1y length, efforts have been made to develop

shortened versions of the Inventory (e.g., Raskin, Boothe,

Reatig, & Schulterbrandt, 1971; Schludermann & Schludermann,

1970). À factor analytic study by Raskin et êI., using 90

items of the CRPBI, yielded essentially the same three fac-

tors as obtained by other factor analyses of the fuII number

of items of the scale. The three major dimensions derived

from the Raskin et al. study of parental child-rearing atti-

tudes and practices have been labeIled Positive Invol-vement,

Negative Control, and Lax Discipline.

An examination of the items

sitive Involvement shows that

tal behaviours. Examples of

comprising the dimension Po-

they reflect nurturant paren-

these items are that parents
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t'TaIked over v¡orriest', "Showed lovet', and "Comf orted me when

afraid". The items on the Lax Discipline dimension appear

to be reverse presentations of behaviours that could consti-
tute parental power and control, and imply that parents have

the pr ivi ledge of aIJ-owing or not allowing certain behav-

iours of their children. Examples of these items are that
parents "Gave me great f reedom", and t'A1lowed me to spend

money as I p1eased". The Negative Control factor includes

items indicating punitive and negatively cont.rolling paren-

tal behaviours. The 22 items of the Positive Invol-vement

factor, the 10 items of the Lax Discipline factor, and the

16 items of the Negative Control factor comprise the measure

of early parental behaviours with children (Appendix C).

Three items from the Shaver and Rubenstein Lcneliness

Questionnaire (Shaver ç Rubenstein, 1980) were included to

assess the perception that parents showed affection and act-
ed as rel-iable, secure, and trusted bases of support for
their children.

The Closeness to Parents Sca1e discussed and refined by

Shaffer, Duszynski, and Thcmas (1982), and a subset of items

of the Family Attitudes Questionnaire, was used to assess

closeness to parents (Appendix D). The scale consists of 25

items which are adjectives describing parental attitudes to

children and children's attitudes to parents, each scored +1

or -1 if checked by the subject. This scale correlates .97

with the Family Attitudes Questionnaire and has a coeffi-
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Àn ínterclass correlation coefficient
from data from pairs of siblings, and

extent to which subjects' scores is an

of an actual situation prevailing in the

Earlv Peer Relationships

Students vrere asked to give retrospective reports regarding

the diversity of their peer relationships for the period

when they were between the ages of 6 to 12 years. This

period coincides with the years normally spent in elementary

school and is hypothesised to be a time when children's
ability to effectively manage the social milieu outside the

family develops and is tested.

À questionnaire measure was developeC by the researcher

intended to obtain information regarding aspects of early

peer friendships which contribute to the development of so-

cial skiIIs and to adult social adjustment. (See Appendix

E). Impairments resulting from the absence of appropriate

peer group friendships are expected to be reflected in adult

social adaptation and, by extension, the degree of loneli-

ness experienced.

The procedure for constructing the questionnaire begun

with the selection of 18 items designed to solicit informa-

tion on several aspects of friendships, including same- and

eross-sex friendships, same- and cross-age friendships,
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friendships with siblings, the environment from which

friends came, stability of friendship groups,. power distri-

bution within friendships groups, influentiality of friends,

and degree of Iiking for friends.

Student subjects in the study rated these items, and pa-

rents v¡ere also asked to give their ratings on the items in

relation to their child taking part in the study. Validity

of each item was established by comparing student self-rat-
ings to the parent ratings. Since mothers are traditionally

considered more alert and attuned to their children's behav-

iour, their ratings vrere the ones used for compariscn.

Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were run be-

tween student ratings and mother ratings for each of the 1B

items. Thirteen of these items correlated significantly,
ranginE from ¡ = .22 (p. .01) to r = .4'8 (p. .001 ), and

these were used to derive the scores to assess early peer

relations. Students' total scores on these 13 items corre-

Iated .33 (p<.001) with the total scores of their mothers'

rat i ngs .

Test-retest reliability þ,as established by administering

the instrument, along with aII others used in the study, to

a sample of 30 female students that was independent of the

study sample. They were retested after 3 weeks. The Pear-

son product-moment correiation coefficient between pre- and

post-test scores was ! = .80 (p . .001). Scale reliability

using the Spearman-Brown split-half measure of internal con-
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a Cronbach alpha of

suggest the instru-

the results indicate that the total scale is

reliable, valid, and adequate for the purpose

the diversity of earJ-y peer rel-at,ionships.

Mêrital Satis faction

This variable was measured using the Ðyadic Àdjustment Scale

(Spanier, 1976). (See Appendix F). Factor analytic studies

of the scale items produced four empirically verified compo-

nents which may be used as subscales - Dyadic Satisfaction,

Dyadic Cohesion, Dyadic Consensus, and Affectional Expres-

sion. The format allows for easy coding and scoring and can

be incorporated easily in a self- administered question-

naire. Evidence shows the full scale has high criterion-re-

Iated validity. Each of the 32 items correlates signifi-

cantly with the external criterion of marital status, in

that there is a significant difference between the mean

score of a divorced sample .ld of a married sample (p .

.001 ) . Construct validity was assessed by correlating

scores on the most frequently used measure of marital ad-

justment with scores on the Dyadic Adjustment Sca1e. The

correlation is .86 (p . .001 among married respondents. To-

tal scale reliability is .96, and for the Dyadic Satisfac-

tion subscale is .94.
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Since the Dyadic Satisfaction subscale seems adequate to

provide an overall summary of an individual's perception of

the various facets of the marital relationship, this subs-

cale was the only one administered in the study. The subs-

cale contains 10 counter-balanced items with a theoretical
range of 0 - 50. Two items, one asking if subjects kissed

their mates and to indicate their feeiings about the future

of their marriage, rr¡ere omitted. One item, asking subjects

to rate their degree of happiness in their marriage, was

modified and used to obtain students' perception of their
parents' marital happiness, in order to provide external

validation of parent reports.

Social Ski1ls

There are two major concerns regarding the measurement of

social skilIs; first I arriving at a definition of the target

behaviours which comprise the skill and second, the efficacy

of using self- report versus behavioural assessment tech-

n iques .

Regarding the first issue, there are social norms govern-

ing what are considered appropriate social behaviours in

different situations, so that the social-interpersonaf con-

text in which a behaviour occurs should be considered. The

type of behaviours exhibited on a date might not be consid-

ered skilled or appropriate during a job interview. Addi-

tionally, similar behaviours observed by people with differ-
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ent norms may be differently assessed. So I a behaviour

cannot be judged as skilled or unskilled without considering

the specific interpersonal context, and these judgements are

influenced by the values and norms of the observers of these

behaviours "

In relation to the second area of concern, both self-re-
ports and behaviour observational methods have been used ex-

tensively in the assessment of sociaL skills. Perhaps, the

best vray of assessing any behaviour is direct observation in

the natural setting, but for research purposes this has been

possible to some extent only with captive groups such as

school children in classrooms or psychiatric patients in

hospitals. Otherwise, observational technigues are practi-
cally impossible. However, simulated interpersonal situ-
ations have been generated as an alternative to the natural

setting (u.g., Jones, Hobbs, & Hockenbury,lgB2).

SeIf-reports have become the most widely used assessment

strategy for measuring social skiIls. One limitation of

self-reports is that derived summed scores mask the situ-
ational variations in specific social contexts (se1-

Iack,1979). Summative scores are, then, best used for iden-

tiffi¡g uniformly low or high skilled subjects and not for
such processes as predicting performance in specific social

situations. Hersen and BeIlack (1976) suggest two levels of

analysis of social skills: first, molar skill categories,

including such general skill types as assertiveness and het-
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erosexual skiIl; second, molecular response components, in-

cluding such highl-y spec i f ic response elements as eye con-

tact, and speech duration. For the purposes of this study a

molar skiIl category, namely, assertiveness, seems more use-

fuI, and a self-report assessment technique seems more prac-

t ical .

Consequent,Iy, a short version of the Rathus Assertive

Schedule (nes) (Rathus, 1973) was used for the assessment of

social skiIls of both student subjects and their parents.

(See Appendix G). The full schedule contains 30 counter-

balanced items on a 6-point scale with responses ranging

from Very Characteristic of Me, scored +3, to Very Uncharac-

teristic of Me, scored -3. The schedule has been shown to

have fairly high test-retest reliability (r = .78,p< 01) and

sptit-half reliability (r = .77,Þ< .01 ). Validity was es-

tablished by comparing self-reported RAS scores to two ex-

ternaL measures of assertiveness, namely; impressions re-

spondents make on other people ( .33< r's <

and respondents' indication of how they would behave in spe-

cific situations in which being assertive would be advanta-

geous (r =.70,p<.01). Nineteen of the 30 scale items had

significant correlations with at least one of six external

criteria used in the test of validity. These 19 items com-

prised the short form of the schedule used.
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SeI f -es_Eee¡t

SeIf-esteem as conceptualized by Backman and OrMaIley

(1977), Coopersmith (1967), and Rosenberg (1965) has been

adopted for this study that; first, self-esteem refers to an

individual's self- evaluation or judgement of personal

worth; second, the concept is a global dimension rather than

comprising a number of traits; and third, it is a relatively
enduring characteristic rather than situationally deter-

mined.

The measure of self-esteem used was that developed by

Bachman and OrMalley, comprising a selection of items from

scales used by Rosenberg, and by Cobb, Brooks, KasI, and

Connel-ly (1966). The result is a 10-item counter-balanced

index which asks respondents to indicate on a 5:point scale

how often each item is true for them. (See Appendix H).

Construct validity was tested by relating self-esteem with

other variables which have overlap with the concept, such as

happiness and negative af fective states. Relationships v¡ere

in expected directions with correlation coefficients ranging

from .21 to .54. Test-retest reliability v¡as .75.

Depression

This variable was measured using the Center for Epidemiolo-

gic Studies Depression Scale (ces-o Scale) (Radloff, 1977).

(See Appendix ï ). This scale vras designed for use with the

generalr âs opposed to, a clinical population, to measure
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studies of the re-
variables across

use ln

other

The scal-e is comprised of 20 items which are symptoms as-

sociated with depression. The instrument asks subjects to
respond to each item on a four-point scale, from Rare1y or

None of the Time, scored zero, to Most or ÀI1 of the Time,

scored 3, regarding how they have felt during the week pre-

vious to its administration. Test of internal consistency

resulted in a coefficient alpha of .85. Test-retest corre-
lations were moderate, ranging from r = .45 to r = .70 for
different groups tested. This is expected since the scale

as designed would be sensitive to changes in affective
states over time. Vatidity was tested by comparing the cor-
relations with other self-report measures and clinical rat-
ings of depression, and by examining the relationships with

other variables such as, Need for Service. The scale has

excellent concurrent and construct validity and these prop-

erties hold across al-1 subgroups of the general population

that v¡ere studied. It discriminates adequately between psy-

chíatric inpatients and samples in the general population,

in that, the average scale scores were significantly higher

for psychiatric patients than for the general population.

For the purpose of this study the instructions for the

scale v¡ere modified to ask respondents how they have felt
generally about each scale item. The scale provides a pos-

sible range of scores from zero to 60.
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Curren'L Fr iend_ship ReIat ionshios

Goldenberg's (1982) adaptation of LaGaipa's (1977 ) r'riend-

ship Scal-e was used to assess subjects' perceptions of the

quality of their current relationships with good friends"

Factor analytic studies of the original scale items had pro-

duced efeven dimensions, representing different aspects of

friendships; Setf-disclosure, Àuthenticity, Helping Behav-

iour, Acceptance, Positive Regard, Strength of Character,

Similarity, Empathic Understanding, and Ritualistic Sociai

Exchange.

Goldenberg selected two items from each of five of these

friendship dimensions; Positive Regard, SeLf-disclosure, Au-

thenticity, Helping Behaviour, and Empathic Understanding.

The resulting 1O-item measure is responded to on a 7-point

rating scale ranging from Never, scored 1, to Always, scored

7. Results of a factor analysis on data obtained using the

abbreviated measure and the inter-item correlations, show

that items from the five dimensions can be combined to form

an overalL scale of achieved quality of friendships.

A further modification of the original measure for the

purposes of this study is that subjects v¡ere not asked to

state their "desire" for experiencing particular qualities

in friendship relationships as in Lhe adapted Goldenberg

measure, nor their "expectation" as was requested in the

original scale, but rather to state the qualities of their

friendships as they perceive them to aetually exist. Two
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social comparison measures re-
quality of friendships compared

study, this was

standardi zat i on

other studies.

about the ac-

measures.

TeSt:¡e!e,g! of Quest ionna i re

Where scales were abbreviated for use in the

done according to the suggestions of the

procedures, or on the basis of results from

However, such abbreviations ralse concernsmay

the

A way of determining the accuracy of an instrument is to

administer it on two separate occasions to the same group of

persons and compare the results. Thus, test-retest reli-
abilities were calculated for all the measures in the ques-

tionnaire given to student subjects. It was not feasible to
perform this procedure for students' parents. A group of 30

female students, independent of the sample group, completed

the guestionnaire, and were re-administered the same ques-

tionnaire after 3 weeks. Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficients v¡ere calculated between the pre- and post-test
scores. These ranged from an g of .72 to an r of .97 for
the measures in the questionnaire (see Àppendix K), indicat-
ing high to very high stability of test scores over a 3-week

period.
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Statistical Methodol_ggy

This study is categorised as non-experimental passive obser-

vational in design, and will attempt to systematically eval-

uate a complex of non-manipulaLed and inter-related vari-

abIes. The sLatistical methodology i s basically

correlational in nature, and extensive use is made of re-

greSsion procedureS. Stepvrise regreSsion procedures v¡ere

used to indicate order of importance of independent vari-

ables in explaining the dependent variable, and to determine

additionaf variance contributed by the ordered entry of

variables. Univariate statist,ics vtere reported where appro-

priate, but as these are not typically sensitive to the com-

plexity of interrelationships among variables, they Ì{ere

supplemented by standard regression and regression on prin-

cipal components analyses. Àdditional procedures were used

to more fuIly elucidate the data. For example, analysis of

variance was used when interest was in testing group differ-

ences on particular variables. A canonical correlation pro-

cedure was used to test the relationship between clusters of

variables across groups of research units.

All tests of statistical significance Ìrere set at an al-

pha of .01. with the relatively large sample size, rêjec-

tion of the null hypotheses would almost be certain with a

larger margin of error, and trivial amounts of explained

variance would be accepted as significant. Although this is

Iikely to increase the Type I error rate, in using a lower
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the choice is made for higher strength of asso-

f requency of s i gn i f icant reLat ionshi.ps .

Computer data analysis was done using the BMDP Statisti-

ca1 Software (oixon, 1983). Frequency distributions for

data checking were produced by SPSS (StatisLical Package for

the Socia1 Sciences) (Nie et âI., 1975).

Tlre Problem of l'lulticollinearity
The presence of a large number of independent variables hav-

ing interrelationships between them had introduced t,he prob-

l-em of multicollinearity and, consequently, potential diffi-

culties in the analysis and interpretation of the data.

Without adjustments for this, the use of multivariate sta-

tistics would result, for example, in estimates of regres-

sion coefficients which are unstable and unlikely to be re-

produced with another sample drawn from the same population.

Àlso, in operations requiring the invertion of the correla-

tion matrix, solutions would be unreliable. These problems

are usually associated with the situation where correlations

between independent variables are .80 or higher. However'

unoesireable effects, based more on theoretical considera-

tions than statistical ones, rây also be produced by lower,

but stiIl substantial, degrees of correlation (Gordon,

1e68).

Consideration of how to

collinearity depends partly
deal with the

on what types

problem of

of analyses

multi-
are to
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be performed" The procedures for factor analysis and canon-

ical correlation should naturally collect together the mul-

ticotlinear variables. However, in the case of multiple re-

gression, interest is in determining the most parsimonious

set of independent variables for explaining the dependent

variable, and so redundant variabtes need not be included in

the analysis.

Several approaches were reviewed to deal with this prob-

lem and, for the overall analysis of data, a choice was made

Lo group variables sharing a common dimension. The vari-

ables were subjected to principal components analysis and

the scores on the resulting componenis used as variables in

subsequent regression analyses. This approach was also used

for the test of some hypotheses. However, this procedure

would be helpf uI only in the case where the principal co:Ttpo-

nents are interpretable.

Cases-to-Var iables Rat io

Suggestions for the ideal cases-to-variables ratio differ
according theorist and the type of statistical procedure to

be performed. Ideally, twenty times more cases than vari-

ables are reguired for regression analyses, and a minimum

requirement is to have four or five times more cases than

independent variables for stepwise regression (Tabachnick &

FidelI, 1983). This study involves 130 research units and

38 measured independent variables. However, the reduction
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of t.hese variabies through the application of principal com-

ponents analysis, and using the resulting factor scores as

the independent variables, brings the cases-to-variables ra-

tio within the acceptable limit.

qleetme¡! of Missinq Values

Instructions to the questionnaires had asked participants in

the study to respond to all items, and students were in-
structed to review their questionnaire after completion to

ensure that they had responded accordingly. Consequently,

there were relatively few missing values in the sample data,

and those that there v¡ere might truly be considered refusals

to respond. Since the missing data were proportionately

sma1l and appeared randomly distributed, âDy procedure for

handling them would Iikely produce similar results. The op-

tion for the Iist-wise deletion of cases was used, which

causes a case with a missing val-ue to be deleted from the

statistical procedure where the case was included ín a vari-

able in Èhe variable Iist. These !'rere the considerations

regarding the sample used in the study.

Howeverr ôs reported earlier, there were 105 students who

met the criteria for participation in the study and complet-

ed questionnaires, but who had neither parent returning

questionnaires. These non-returns could probably be consid-

ered a case of missing data. It was decided tc test the

randomness of theser âs there might have been relationships
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between important variables and the fact of these as missing

data. Means and percenLage distributions on variables vrere

calculated for the group of students who had boLh parents

returning questionnaires and the group who had neither pa-

rent doing so, and comparisons made between them. These re-
sults are reported Iater.



RESULTS

This chapter begins with a general description of the vari-
ables and the reporting of univariate statistics. The next

section reports the results of multivariate analyses of the

data. The extent to which the dependenL variable is related

t.o the independent variables is examined. Reported early

relationships with parents are of particular interest in

this study, and the next section examines these in some de-

tail. The next section reports the analysis of variabLes

commonly measured for students, mothers, and fathers. The

hypotheses of the study are then tested in turn.

Description of Variables

The variables entering the analysis of data are enumerated

in Table 1, along with their abbreviated forms, correspond-

ing descriptive statements, the range of possible scores on

each, their means, and their standard deviations. Abbrevia-

tions for variables are used in order to facilitate ease of

reporting results, particuiarly in the construction of ta-
bles. In their abbreviated forms, the variables derived

from student reports are prefixed with an "S", those from

mothers with an "M", and those f rom f athers with an trFrr.

These letters are then followed by acronyms to denote the

measured variable.

77



lable 1

Variables used in Analysis of Data¡ Abbreviated Forrns,
Descriptions, Means, and Standard Deviations. (N=t7?)

Variable
Number

1

2

3
l+

5

6

7

I
9

10

11

L2

t)

L4

Abbreviated
Forrns

S-MPOSTNV

S-MNEGCON

S-I'ILAXDIS

S.FPOSINV

s-¡T\IEGC0N

S-FLAXDIS

S-MCT,OSE

S-IMELY

S-MÎRUST

s-Fcï,osE
S-FRELY

S-FTRUST

S-PEERS

S-CLOSPAR

Descriptons

Student retrospective reports of
parental behavj.ours and attitudes
to parents when they were children

Mother positive involvement
Mother negative control
Mother 1ax discipline
Father positive involvement
Father negative control
Father lax discipline
Closeness to mother
Reliability on mother
Trust in mother
Closeness to father
Reliability on father
Trust in father

Student retrospective reports of
extent of peer relationships
when they were children
Student current eloseness to
parents

Possible
Range of
Scores

24-64
ß-t+B
10-30
24-64
16-48
10-30
1-4
t-5
t-5
't-4
L-5
t-5

t)-65

-10-r5

Means

57.85
27 .5L
L7.02

52,5L
zl+, 55

L7.Ot+

3:32
4.49
4 .44

3. tL
4.26
4,?5

Standard
Devi-ations

6,40
1r,93

3.25
9.9t+
l+,95

4.tj
,77
.81

.80
,68
,92
,93

t+2.26 3.41

g.Ø 4,65

( C ontinued )

-\]
@



lable 1 - Continued

Variable
Number

r5

L6

L7

18

L9

20

2t

Abbreviated
Forrns

S-PARMAR

S-LONE

S-DEPR

S-SELFEST

S-SOCSK

S-CURFR

S-NTIMFR

S-SUATFR

M-MARSAT

M-LONE

M-DEPR

M-SELFEST

M-SOCSK

M-CURFR

M-NTIMFR

M-QUALFR

F-MARSAT

Possible
Range of
Scores

o-6
20-80
0-60

10-50

-57- 57

t-5
7-48

20-80
0-60

10-50

-57- 5?

1,- 5

L-5
?-t+B

Means

3.?e
36.?8
34.oL
40.90

,28

3.95
37,87
36.42
)2,9)
42,o9

- 1.03

Standard
Deviations

T,3?
L0,63

7,66
5,50

t6,25

,72
4.?o

n.L5
8.04
5,?3

LB,5l+

22

?3

24

?5

?6

2?

28

29

)L

Descriptions

Student ratings of parents'
marital happiness
Student lonel-iness
Student d.epression
Student self-esteem
Student social skills
Student quality of current
friendships
Student number of friends
compared to others
Student quality of friendships
compared to others
Mother marital satisfaetion
Mother loneliness
Mother depression
Mother self-esteem
Mother social skills
Mother quality of current
friendships
Mother number of friends
compared to others
Mother quality of friendships
compared to others
Father marital satisfaction

10-70 57,6L 7.05

L-5 3.02 ,75

1o-?o 52.46 tz.I+O

)o

2.8\ ,79

3,58 ,7 5

38.?4 t+.64

( Continued)

-{
\o



Table 1 - Continued

Variable
Number

32

33

3u

35

36

3?

Abbreviated
Forms

F-LONE

F-DEPR

F-SELFEST

F-SOCSK

F-CURFR

F-NI'IVIFR

F-QUATFR

Possible
Range of
Scores

20-80
0-60

1o-50

-5?- 57

1-5

Standard
Deviations

11.10

7,66
5.13

17,83

Descriptions

Father loneliness
Father depression
Father self-esteem
Father social skills
Father quality of current
friend,ships
Father number of friends
compared to others
Father quality of friendships
compared to others

to-7o 48.23 LL.2o

L-5 2.?9 ,?9

Means

34,L5
32.L2
4).)9
5,82

)8 3.43 .6?

@o
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Genera1Iy, scores on these variables do not differ sig-
nificantly from those found in st,andardization and other

studies. For example, compared to average scores reported

in Table 1, scores from the U.C"L.A. Loneliness Scale stan-

dardization study vras 38.9 on the average (Russel1, Pep1au,

& Ferguson, 1978). Other comparative mean scores are;

Cl-oseness to Parents, 8.59 (Shaffer, Duszynski, & Thomas,

1982); Rathus Àssertiveness Schedule , .29 to 1 .62 (Rathus,

1973); and Dyadic Satisfaction Subscale, 40.5 (Spanier,

1976). Scores obtained in this study on the CES-D to meas-

ure depression seem to differ from those found for the nor-

mal population in the validation study of the scale, which

ranged from 7.94 to 24.42 for four groups of subjects. The

mean scores obtained for students, mothers, and fathers,
were closer to that found for the patient population in the

validation study, i.e., 39.11 (nadloff, 1977). The fact
that the Radloff measure is for current feelings of depres-

sion in a particular week, while this study asked subjects

to report about, their general feelings of depression, might

account partly for this result.

It was realised that multiple measures vrere being made

for variables sharing similar underlying concepts, and while

this gives rise to the problem of multicoflinearity, this
approach provides an internal means for the cross validation
of variables. For example, student ratings of parents' ma-

rital happiness correlates .58 (p <
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ersr own ratings of marital happiness, and .41 (p . .001)

with fathers' ratingsc AIso, student current closeness to

parenLs correlates .58 (p . .001) with memories of mother

positive involvernent, .49 (p . .001 ) with memories of close-

ness to mothern .77 (p. .001) with memories of father posi-

tive involvement, and .60 (p <

ness to father. These latter results suggest that there is

some consistency between how students remember their early

relationships with parents and how they feel about them cur-

rently. Other correlations between the variables are re-

ported in Appendix L.

Representativeness of Sample

Although the research units comprise the completed triads of

stuclents, mothers, and fathers, comparisons were made of the

data from students in this group with students whose parents

had not returned questionnairesr oñ the assumption that

there are important differences which might partly explain

the non-return of parent questionnaires. If the non-returns

are treated as missing data this may introduce a bias in the

useable data.

Means were calculated on the relevant variables for t,he

two groups and differences were tested for significance (ap-

pendix M). There are significant differences on three meas-

ured variables indicating that students whose parents did

not return questionnaires feeL less close to their parents
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currentry, remember their fathers as more negativery con-

trol-ling with them as children, and rate their parents' mar-

riage as less happy than sLudents whose parents had returned
questionnaires. Additionalry, famiries in the student-onry
group have a higher prcportion using other than Engrish as

t.he primary language than families in the triad group - q2eo

as opposed to 21e".

rt should be expecLed that where there is less marital
happiness between parents and ress positive interaction be-

tween parents and chirdren, Þârents wourd be ress disposed

to be involved in an activity which requires giving informa-

tion about these relationships. The substantially higher
proportion of parents who did not return questionnaires not

having English as their primary language is arso a major

fact,or in the questionnaires not being returned. The posi-
tive effect of this is that measurement error is reduced

(since non-Engrish speaking individuals might not have ade-

quatery understood the questions), but the overall differ-
ences between these groups limits the generalizability of

resurts obtained from the sample used to the popuiation of

students who met the study criteria. There is no reason to
berieve, however, that the sampre used is not representative
of the popuration of students who met the criteria and whose

parents returned questionnaires.
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Overall MultivariaLe Analvsis of Data

The next stage in the data analysis is intended to examine

Lhe overall multivariate relationship of the independent

variables with the dependent variable, student loneliness.

This 'È¡as done in three steps. In order to deal with the

problem of multicollinearity among the measured vari-
ables,the first step was a principal components analysis to
group together variables sharing a conceptual similarity.
In the second step, the derived latent variables were en-

t,ered as the independent variables in a step-wise regression

so that these variables $¡ere entered in the order of their
validity and usefulness in accounting for variance on the

dependent variable. The third step involved a hierarchical
regression procedure in which variables were en+-ered in the

equation based on Lheoretical criteria.

Step 1
A principal components analysis (pCa) was performed on the

independent variables to test the structure of the underly-

ing dimensions in the data and to derive variables more com-

patible with the regression procedure. The PCA was chosen

for two reasons: first, it is considered the most appropri-

ate of the factoring procedures for the initial extraction
of cornponents; second, multicollinearity is not a problem

since the singular matrix need not be inverted in the pro-

cess (Tabachnick & FideIl, 1983).
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From this initial PCA ten factors were extracted fotlow-
ing a varimax rotation of ravù factors, each Ìraving an eigen-

value of 1 or more, which accounted for 71eo of the variance.

With a loading cutpoint of .40 for inclusion of a variable

in e factor, two factors had only two variables defining
them. However, they were similar in item composition to two

of the three factors of the CRPBI, to measure childrens'
memories of early parental behaviours, i.e., Negative Con-

trol and Lax Discipline. On this basis, these factors were

considered adequately defined. The items of the third fac-

tor of the CRPBI, Positive Invol-vement, loaded on another

factor which included other positive parent-child relation-
ship iLems. Student retrospective reports of the extent of

early peer relationships (i.e., S-PEERS) did not achieve a

loading of "40 on any factor. From a consideration of the

content of this variable it was concluded that this measure

of student reports of early peer relationships shares Iittle
conceptual similarity with other variables, which might jus-

tify its removal from subsequent factoring.

Às an attempt to obtain a more reliable, well defined,

and int.erpretable factor structure, a second principal com-

ponents analysis was performed on aII independent variables

except student retrospective report of the extent of early
peer relationships (i.e., S-PEERS), the variabl-e of the sin-
gle variable factor in the previous analysis. Table 2 gives

the results of this analysis, with the factor descriptions,



Table 2

Frincipal Components Analysie of Independent Variables,
with Factor Labelsu ltem Cornposition, and Loadings.

(l¡ = tz7)

Factor I
Positive
Parent-child
Relations

S-FPOSTNV

S-FRELT

S-FTRUSÎ

S-CLOSPAR

S-MRELY

S-ÛIPOSINV

S-MTRUST

S-FCLOSE

S-MCLOSE

Factor ïI
Mothei Socia1 and
Personality
Functioning

Factor ïïf
Father Personality
Characteristics

Factor IV
Parental Marital
Satisfaction

Factor V

Student Personality
Characteristics

,85

,83

,82

,78

,77

,76

,72

.69

,62

M-CURFR

M-SELFEST

M-QUAI,FR

M-LONE

M-NÏ'T[FR

M-SOCSK

M-DEPR

F-DEPR

F-SELFEST

F-SOCSK

F-IONE

M-MARSAT

F-MARSAT

S-PARMAR

S-SELFEST

S-DEPR

S-SOCSK

(Continued)

,75

,67

,65

-,65

, Sl¡,

, Sl+

- ,53

-,74
,70

,69

-.68

.94

,6L

.55

,70

-,65

,47

@
O.



lable 2 - Continued

Factor VI
Stud,ent Quality
of Current
Friendships

Factor VfI
Parents' Lax
Discipline

Factor VIIï
Father Quality
of Current
Friendships

Factor IX
Parents' Negative
Control

Factor X

Student Current
Number of Friends

.S-NTIMFR ,?TS-QUA],FR

S-CT'RFR

S-FLA](DÏS

s-trfitÐ(Dïs

F-CURFR

F-QUAIFR

S-MNEGCON

S-FNEGCON

,82

,77

,89

,87

.80

.42

.88

,7L

æ
-\)
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item composition, and loadings. Ten factors were extracted

following a varimax roLation of the raw factors with eigen-

values of 1 and above. These 10 factors accounted for 69eo

of the variance. A cutpoint of .40 was used for the inclu-
sion of a variable in defining a factor. Consequently, fa-
ther number of friends compared to others (i.e., F-NUMFR)

vlas not included in the solution. Factor .10 had only stu-

dent number of friends compared to others (i.e., S-NUMFR)

loading on it, and so was regarded as a poorly defined fac-

tor in this solution. The eigenvalue and the cumulative

proportion of total variance for each factor is given in Ap-

pendix N.

Further attempts at factor extraction did not yield a

better solution in terms of obtaining conceptually compati-

ble constellations of variables. This PCA solution vras the

most interpretabie and defensible on the basis of the theo-

retical assumptions of the study, and factor scores on the

resulting latent variables were used as independent vari-
ables in subsequent regression analyses. Howeverr because

Factor 10 was ,regarded as poorly defined, it was excluded,

and the variable comprising it vras maintained in its origi-
nal- f orm.
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St€B 2

A stepwise regression procedure was ernployed to identify
those independent variables, in the order of Lheir statist.i-
cal importance, which contribute significantly to the vari-

ance on student loneliness. In this procedure, variables

are selecLed for entry into the regression eguation, one at

a time. The order of entry is based on statistical cri-
teria, in that, the variable most important in terms of the

amount of variance it explains, is entered first. At each

subsequent step, the variable from among the remaining vari-
ables which add most to the multiple correlation, is ent,ered

into the equation.

Table 3 displays the results of this analysis, showing

the variable which entered at each step, R-seuare values,

the amount by which the addition of each variable increased

B-square, and the F-to-enter at each step. Since, in step-

wise procedures, aIl possible independent variables do not

enter the eguation, R-sguare is not distributed as F, and a

significant F reported at the final step by computer outputs

reflects a Type I error rate in excess of the established

aipha. Therefore, in this analysis, !-square was tested us-

ing tables developed by wilkinson (1979), which make 'the ap-

propriate adjustments.
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Table J

Stepwise Regression Analysis: Variables Contributing-Signifiðant1y to Variance on Student Loneliness."(Order of-entry statistically deterrnined).
(x = tz7)

Variabl-e Increase F
n2 ------ ^steP Entered l{- in R2 to enter

1

2

3

4

FACTOR 1

S-NI'TYIFR

FACToR 5

FACTOR 6

.20

,94

.45

.49

,20

.L5

.11

.02

30.56**

2?,63**

?5,26i'-

5,25

= .l+8

= 4,L22

= 2?,86**

Mu1tiple R2

df

I

*o J < .001
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The results show that four variables entered the egua-

tion. However, Student Quality of Current Friendships
(i.e", FACTOR 6) did not attain significance. The impor-

tance of this variable appears ambiguous, in that, it had a

significant correlation with student Ionelinesss, (! = -"21,
p < "01), and entered the stepwise regression equation based

on the criteria established for entry, but did not contrib-
ute significant,ly to R-square. Howeverr on the basis of its
significant correlation with student loneliness, it was de-

cided to enter it, along with the other three important

variables into a subsequent hierarchical regression analy-

srs.

St_eB 3

The theoretical orientation of this study suggests an order

of importance these variables should have in explaining stu-

dent loneliness. Hierarchical regression analysis alIows

the entry of variables into the equation based on theoreti-
caL criteria, as opposed to statistical ones. Accordingly,

the variables were entered, in the order Positive Parent-

Chitd Relations, Student Personality Characteristics, and

Student Quality of Current Friendships ( i.e., FACTOR 1 ,

FÀCTOR 5,6( FÀCTOR 6) and student number of friends compared

to others (i.e., S-NUMFR), into a stepwise hierarchical re-
gression analysis. Table 4 sets out the results of this
analysis. The procedure used to test !-square in the previ-

ous step was used in this analysis.
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lable 4

Hierarchical Regression AnaJ-ysis: Variables Contributing
Significantly to Variance on Student Loneliness.-(Order of entry theoretically determined).

(lv = tz?)

Step
Variable
Entered

Increase
in R2

F

to enter¡2

1

2

3

lt

FACTOR 1

FACToR 5

FACTOR 6

S-NI]IYIFR

,20 .20

.33 .L3

,38 .0ll

.l+8 . 10

Multiple Rz

df

30 .56**

24,98**

8,?g*

23,?!**

= .48

= 4 rt?z

= 2?,86*xF

*!<
**-P<

.01

.001
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Specifying the order of entry of variables in this analy-

sis, modified the relative amounts of variance on the depen-

dent variable t.hat they explained and their order of impor-

tance" Each variable entered in the specified order added

significantly to the variance on student loneliness: posi-

tive Parent-ChiId Relations contributed the same amount to
regression, 20eo, as in the previous step; Student Personali-

ty Characteristics cont,ributed more | 13eo, âs opposed to 11eoì

Student. Quality of Current Friendships contributed more, 4eo,

as opposed to 2e"î and student number of friends compared to
others contr ibuLed less , 11eo ¡ ês opposed to 1 5eo.

In summary, the student reports of positive parent-child
relationships factor has the best relationship with student

loneliness, in that, students who are less lonely report
mcre posit.ive relationships with their parents, both when

they were children and currently. The next best relation-
ship is between student personality characteristics and

Ioneliness. This suggests students who have higher leve1s

of self-esteem and social ski11s, and less depression, ex-

perience less Ioneliness. Theoreuical- assumptions had led

to the assumption that the quality of current friendships

factor would take precedence in importance over the social

comparison measure of number of friends in explaining lone-

Iiness. However, this was not so. Student perception re-
garding number of good friends compared to others was next

in importance. Of the four significant variables, the quat-



ity of friendships facLor

on student loneliness.

having a better quality

when compared to others,

ers, are Iess lonely.
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contributed least to the variance

Students who regard themselves as

of relationships with good friends

and also without comparison to oLh-

varl-

simi-

their
were

more

It is interesting to note that the variables contributing
significantly to student Ioneliness aII derived from student

reports" None of the parent reported variables, for exam-

ple, mother social and personatity functioning, and father
personality traits, achieved significance. Since reported

parent-child relationships appear of major significance in

explaining loneliness, this factor will be examined in more

detail.

Reported Earlv Parent-ChiId Relationships

In order to examine Lhe extent to which students described

the early behaviours of their mothers and fathers, and their
attitudes Lo each parent as similar, Pearson product-moment

correlations between reports pertaining to each parent were

computed. Means were al-so extracÈed. Table 5 shows these

statistics.

The correlations and mean differences between these

ables suggest that student reports are not altogether

lar for mothers and for fathers. Students remember

mothers as more positively involved with them than

their fathers, t(258) = 5.22, p ( .001, and mothers as
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Table J

Means on Paired Variables of Student Reports Regarding
Early Relationship with Mother and with Father,

and Correlations between thern.
(w = 130)

Paired
Variables

Means Correlations

S-MPOSINV
S-FPOSINV

S-MNEGCON
S-¡T,IEGCON

S-lr[LA,TDIS
S-EtÆÐIS

S-MCLOSE
S-FCLOSE

S-ìIRELY
S-FRELY

S-MTRUST
S.FTRUST

r7
t7

57.85
52. 5L

.02

.04

.l+4

.25

.5t
,55

27
2t+

3.32
3,tL

49
26

.?L**

49**

.64**

. t+8**

.50*o4
l+

4
4

a

.4,g**

** p < .001
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negatively controlling of them than were their fathers,
t(258) = 4.89, p <.001. However, it appears that in a sig-
nificanL number of cases, students who remembered their
mothers as positively invorved with them, have similar memo-

ries of their fathers. But there is arso a significant
group who experienced their mothers in this vray than they

did their fathers. This situation hords arso for parent

negative control- behaviours. Means on other parent behav-

iour variabres vrere not significantly different between

mothers and fathers arthough the variabLes vrere significant-
ly correlated.

Remembered and Current Positive Parent-ChiId Relationship
conceptually, reported memories of early parental behaviours

and student attitudes to parents can be seen as farting into
two broad categories, i.e. , positive, and negative. In or-
der to examine the degree of concurrence between remembered

and current positive aspects of the parent-child reration-
ship, scores on memories of parental positive involvement,

student closeness to parents, reliance orr¡ and trust in pa-

rents were combined and averaged. These variables were all
included in the Positive Parent-child Rerations factor in

the principal components analysis whích suggests their uni-
dimensionality. A Pearson product-moment correlation com-

puted between the derived scores and the scores on the cur-
rent closeness to parents measure resurted in a significant
correlation, ! = .67, p < .001.
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This correlaLion is accepted as a reliable indicator of

consistency between how students remember their early rela-
tionship with parents and how they assess their current re-

Lationship, and reflects t.he more realist,ic situation that

changes in sentiments about others are likely to occur, to

some degree, over time. A higher degree of correlation, in

the range of .80 and above, would possibly have other impli-
cat ions; f or example, that students vrere responding -to the

measure of current closeness to parents on the basis of

their response pattern on measures tapping memories of early

relationships, or vice versa.

The study had no comparative measure of current negative

aspects of the parent-child relationship. However, there

was a significant negative correlation between the averaged

scores on the measures of reported parental negative control
and lax discipline behaviours and scores on current close-
ness to parents, r = -.2g, p < .001.

Ànalysis of PersonaliLv and Friendship Measures

Several variables were measured commonly for students, moth-

ers, and fathers. These vrere loneliness, depression, self-
esteem, social ski11s, quality of current friendships, num-

ber of friends cornpared to others, and quality of

friendships compared to others. Table 6 shows the means on

these variables for the three groups of research units.
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Table 6

Means on Commomly Measured Variables
for Students, Mothers, and Fathers

(n = tz|)

Variable Mean

S-LONE
M.LONE
F-LONE

S-DEPR
M-DEPR
F-DEPR

S-SELFEST
M-SELFEST
F-SELFEST

S-SOCSK
M-SOCSK
F-SOCSK

S-CTIRFR
M-CURFR
F-CTIRFR

S-NÏ,¡VIFR
M-NIIMFR
F-NTIMFR

S-QUAT,FR
M-QUAIFR
F-QUAIFR

35
39
9333.

36.
36.

34,OL
32,72
32,02

40.81
42.zl+
tÐ.45

.32
,95

6.tz

5?.68
5?-,5L
LI9,20

3,O2
2,82
2.79

,95
58
t+4

3
3
3
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There was a Ronsignificant trend for fathers to score

less on the loneliness measure than students and mothers.

On the U.C.L.A. scaIe, significant differences between sexes

are rarely found, but when they are, males usually have

higher Ioneliness scores (perlman, l 984 ) . Significant dif-
ferences on other measures are in the direction one might

expect on the basis of what is known about individual dif-
ferences attributed to sex, âgê, and occupation. Scores on

the social skiIls measure differed significantly between

students and fathers, t = 2.73, Þ <.01, and between mothers

and fathers, ! = 3.12¡ p < .01. On the quality of current
friendships measure, fathers reported the lowest score on

the average. On this measure, for the difference between

students and fathers, t = 7.99, p < .01; between students

and mothers, t = 4.10, p < .01; and between mothers and fa-
t,hers, t = 2.90, Þ < .01.

Assertiveness reas the component of social- skills measured

and, thus, it is understandable that fathers scored higher

on this sca1e. Males, it would appear, are more confident

about, and concerned with this sociaL skill than females who

might be more uncertain about this aspect of their behav-

iour. On the other hand, males appear to be less concerned

wi th r or attuned to t.he qual i tat ive nuances of soc ial rela-
tionships, than females generally, and than female students

particularly, who are at an age and in an environment where

a wide network of social relationships are imporbanL and

valued.
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Another intergroup difference vras revealed through a

step-wise regression of the commonly measured variables on

loneliness for each of the three groups of research units.
This was that, for students and their fathers, the two vari-
ables entering t.he regression, in order, were depression and

number of friends compared to others, while those entering

for mothers were, in order, depression, self-est,eem, and

number of friends compared to others. Table 7 reports t.hese

results. Thus, from among the commonly measured variables

depression is the best predictor of 1oneliness for all three

groups, followed by number of friends compared to others for
students and fat,hers. For mothers, self-esteem is the sec-

ond best predictor of Ioneliness, while number of friends
compared to others is the third best predictor.

À further procedure for examining the differential re-
sponding of students, mothers, and fathers on the commonly

measured variables, was to determine the respective underly-

ing latent structures through a principal components analy-

sis. This serves to test any hypothesised differences in

structure between these groups of research units who differ
in experiences and characteristics. Differences in factor
patterns for distinct groups could be seen as reflecting
differences between them, .and not merely errors in measure-

ment of variables.

The PCA on the seven commonly measured variables employed

a varimax rotation of raw factors with eigenvalues of 1 or
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Table 7

Stepwise Regression Analysis: Commonly Measured Variables
Contributing Significantly to Variance on Loneliness

for Students, Mothers, and Fathers.

Variable
Entered

2 Incre
in

F
to eñter

aFe
R¿

Step R

Students
(¡i=r3o)

1
2

S-DEPR
S-NUMFR

. ¿lB .48.54 .07
MuJ-tiple R2

df_F

**
.**L16.t+3

18.68
= '51+= I,t27
= ? 5.59{#

Mothers
(N= 129 )

59
t6
t3

,32
.08
.06

32
4o
46

1
¿

3

df-E

M-DEPR
M-SELFEST
M-NUMFR

5
B

0
6
6

x*
**
rft+

0

Multiple R2 = .46

= tti,l|ã""

Fathers
(N= tz9)

T

2
F-DEPR
F-NI.IMFR

.3r .37.37 .06
Multip1e R2

df

57.
11.

23
46

:*tÊ
:*.F

I

ôñ
- .)l

= 2 ,725
= 36,?2oo

oo p <.001
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more. Two factors emerged for each group, ãccounting for
60eo, 5leo, and 58eo of total var iance in the case of students,
moihers, and fathers, respectively. Table g shows the re-
sulting facLors and salient loadings for each group.

À cursory examination of the table shows, there is simi-
larity between the overaLl factor patterns for mothers and

fathers. For these two groups of subjects, Factor 1 de-

scribes a dimension of personality characteristics, while
Factor 2 describes a dimensioin of current friendships. The

structure for students differs from those for mothers and

f athers r rtâin11z in having student number of f r iends compared

to others ( i . e. , S-NUMFR) loading on Factor 1 . Thus, the

variable measuring student number of good friends compared

to others shares the same factor as lonel-iness and other
personarity characteristics, and suggests that for students,
having a perceived adequate social- circre is a more centraL
goal, and is interpreted in terms of personality function-
ing.

Comparisons between factor structures may also be per-
formed statisticaily. Tabachnick and Fidell (1983) suggest

that a possible method of doing this is the calculation of

Pearson g, using loadings on the factcrs as the data to be

compared between groups. By this method, the comparison be-

tween the factor structures for students and mothers yierded

r = -.53, between students and fathers, I = -.43, and be-

tween mothers and fathers ¡ L = .91. These coefficients
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Table I
Principal Components Analysis of Commonly Measured Variables

for Students, Mothers, and Fathers

Factor I Factor 2

Students
(N=130)

Mothers
(N= 129 )

Fathers
(N=128)

S-LONE

S.DEPR

S-SELFEST

S-SOCSK

S-NIIMI'R

S-CURFR

S-QUALFR

,82
,87
,73
.63
.l+4

,85
.88

M-LONE

M-DEPR

M-SELFEST

M-SOCSK

M-CURFR

M-NI'IIFR

M-QUAIFR

,?6
.96
.80
,45

.7t

.68

.82

F-LONE

F-DEPR

F-SEIFEST

F-SOCSK

F-CT'RFR

F-NUIVIFR

F-QUAIFR

.64
,79
,76
,72

,7L
,67
.?2
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should not be regarded as correlations, but more correctly
as indices of concurrence between the various factor pat-

terns compared. However, they verify the noted difference
in the latent structure derived from student variables as

compared to mothers and fathers.

Te€l of Hvpotheses

Hvpothes i s 1

Students who are more lonely are expected to recall the re-
Iationship they had with their parents when they vrere chii-
dren as less positive than less lonely students.

The variables involved in the test of this hypothesis are

sLudent retrospective reports of mother and father positive
involvement, closeness to mother and to father, reliability
on mother and on father, trust in mother and in father, and

student report of current closeness to parents ( i.e. ,

S-MPOSINV, S-FPOSrNVf S-MCLOSE, S-FCLOSE, S-MRELY, S-FRELY,

S-MTRUST, S-FTRUST, & S-CLOSPAR). The relationship of these

variables to student loneliness (i.e., S-LONE) was investi-
gated.

Simple univariate correlationsr ês reported in Table 9,

reveal that student loneliness has significant negative cor-
relations with ar1 reported positive parental behaviours and

student attitudes to parents. This confirms the hypothesis

that less lonely students remember early relationships with
parents more positively, and eurrently experience more
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Tab1e 9

Correlations between Student Loneliness and Variables of
Student Reports regarding Ear1y Relationship with

Mother, Father, and "tr""ãñtiv "ittt-Parents 
Tägethera

(N = ljo)

Mother

Variables

S-LONE

S-MPOSINV

-,46

S-MCLOSE

-,36

S-MRELY

-.42

S-MTRUST

-.32

Father

Variables

S-LONE

S-FPOSINV

- .42

S-FCLOSE

- .39

S-FRELY

-.3)
S-FTRUST

-.32

Parents

Variables

S-LONE

S-CLOSPAR

-,36

aA11 correlations significant at P < .oO1
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resul-ts of the multivariate analysis

that these parent-chi Id rel-at ionship

the most important factor in explain-

vJe re pe r f ormed

technique, in

The measure of

However, the differential contribution of variables per-

taining to mothers and fathers to student loneliness was not

determined. To do this, two regression on principal compo-

nents analyses !¡ere performed: the first, regressing vari-
abLes relating to mothers on student loneIiness ( i.e. ,

S-MPOSINV, S-MCLOSE, S-MRELY, S-MTRUST on S-I,ONE); the sec-

ond, regressing variables relating to fathers on student

Ioneliness (i.e., S-FPOSINV, S-FCLOSE, S-FRELY, S-FTRUST on

S-LONE). In the first analysis, one factor v¡ith an eigenva-

lue of more than 1 was extracted which accounted for 69>" of

the variance. For regression, R-sguare = .23, lP(1,129) =

37.25, p < ,0011. In the second analysis, again one factor

with an eigenvalue of more than 1 was extracted, and this
accounted tor 77v" of Lhe variance. For regressionrR-square

= .16, [F(1,129) = 23.80, p < .001]. The dif f erence between

the R-squares is not significant, and so it can be said that

only a tendency is suggested that what students report about

their relationship with mothers is more highly related to

their loneliness than what they report about fathers.

Further analyses of these relationships

using a one-vray analysis of variance (a¡¡ove)

order to further isolate group differences.
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student currenL closeness Lo parents was included in this
analysis. Groups were specified using a median spl-it on the

variables measuring student recall of mother positive in-
volvement, father positive involvement, and student report

of current closeness to parents (i.e., S-MPOSïNV, S-FPOSINV,

& S-CLOSPAR), four levels each on t,he variables rating stu-
dent recall of closeness to mother and closeness to father
(i.e., S-MCLOSE & S-FCLOSE), and five levels on each of the

variables rating student recaII of reliability on mother,

reliability on father, trust in mother, and trust in father
(i.e., S-MRELY, S-FRELY, S-MTRUST, & S-FTRUST). Table 10

shows the results of this analysis with the group means and

various statisLics from the ANOVAs.

With the exception of student reports of fathers acting

as trusted and secure bases of support when they were chil-
dren, the table shows that there is a significant main ef-
fect of aII components of the reported parent-child rela-
Lionship on student loneliness. The Scheffe method of

multiple comparison (GIass & Stanley, 1970) was employed for

the post hoc test of equaiity between group means, where

there were more than two groups. Thus, results indicate

that: for recall of closeness to mothers, there were signif-
icant differences between Level 1 and Level 2, between Leve1

1 and Level 3, and between Levels 1 and 2 and Levels 3 and

4; for recall of closeness to father, there were significant
differences between Level 1 and Level 3, and between Levels



Table 10

Analysis of Variancer Student Reports regarding
Relationship with Parents on Stuäent LonãIiness

(l¡ = 130 )

Variabl-es Mean Mean

Level
3

Mean

Mother

421

S-MPOSINV

s-Mcr0sE
S-IMELY

S-MTRUSÎ

S-FPOSTNV

S-FCLOSE

S-FRELY

S-FTRUST

3L.Lg
32.37
33,O?

33,79

32.55
30.97
)3,51+
33,?0

40.93

38,l+7
4L,09

38,68

39,9L
36,8?
38. 1o

37.4t

52,67
þ0. B?

40.3t

43.80
38,33
39,4t

Mearr

4j,L4
48,z s
50,75

5
Mean

57,OO

þ6.00

Mearr
Square

3072,L6
776.66
?2L,57
577 ,59

t76L , L5

?08,58
494 , ?4

334.33

L,t28
3,126
4,tzs
3 tt26

t,L28
3,L26
3,t26
4,r25

I

34,!4**
?,98**
?,?!**
5,66**

77 .5?**
?,L6**
4,64*
3,L5

df

Father

Parents

*

t+5,62

45,44
45,43

S-CLOSPAR 32,68 39.t+6 TI+86,2L L,L28 L4,52**

**
P-

p

Fo
@
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1 and 2 and Levels 3 and 4; for recall of reliability on

mother there were significant differences between LeveÌ 1

and Level 2, between Level 3 and Lever 5, and between Levers

1 and 2 and Leve1s 3, 4 and 5; for recall of reliability on

f aLher , there vras a signi f icant di f f erence betvreen Level 1

and LeveL 4¡ for recall of trust in mother, there v¡ere sig-
nificant differences between Level- 1 and Level 4, and be-

tween Lev.eLs 1 and 2 and Levers 3 and 4. Arr dif f erences

vtere signif icant at .01 > p < .001. on variabl-es where

there were two groups, all differences were significant (p .
.001 ) .

These differences again indicate the change in degree of

loneriness felt with how positively students perceive their
reLationship with parents. since significant differences
were not as frequently found between group means on the fa-
ther rel-aLed measures as on those for mothers, they arso in-
dicate the higher sensitivity of the student loneriness

scores to what they report about their relationship with
mothers.

rn contrast to the rerationship between reported positive
parent-chird relationships and roneliness, reported negative

relationships were found to have no relationship with stu-
dent loneliness. The correLations of roneriness with moth-

er and father negative control, and mother and father lax

discipline ranged from -.01 to .06.
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It should also be useful to report at this point how the

personality characteristics of depression and self-esteem

are related to how student,s report on their relationship
with parents. Student depression correlates -.4 (p . .001)

with the factor Positive Parent-ChiId Relations, while stu-
dent self-esLeem correlates "31 with it (p . .001).

Hvpothesis !
Parents, with whom students recall having had a more posi-
tive rel-ationship, are expected to report lower levels of
loneliness and depression, and higher l-evels of social
skiIls, self-esteem and marital satisfaction than parents
with whom students recal1 a less positive relationship.

To test this hypothesis, two types of results vrere used.

The first was the univariate correlations of the relevant
personality dimensions and marital satisfaction measures for
mothers and fathers with student reports of positive parent-

child relationships. These correlations are reported in Ta-

ble 1 1.

For mothers who report less loneliness and fathers who

report more satisfaction wit,h their marriage, students have

memories of feeling cl-oser to them when they were children.
Fathers who report less loneliness are remembered by stu-
dents as more reliable and as trusted and secure bases of

support. In +,he case where mothers are less depressed and

both parents are more satisfied with their marriage, stu-
dents currently feel closer to them.
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Table 11

Correlations between Variables of Student Reports
regarding Relationship with Parents and Measures

of Loneliness, Ðepression, Self-esteem, Social- Skil'Is, and
Marita] Satisfaction for Mothers and Fathers.

Mothers
(x=rz9)

Variables

M-LONE

M-DEPR

M-SELFEST

M-SOCSK

M-MARSAT

S.MPOSINV S-MCLOSE S-MRELY S-MTRUSI S-CLOSPAR

-,!2 -,22* -.72 -.L2 -,!?
- ,!5 - ,O? -.L5 -,O5 -,23*

. 11 .t7 . 11 .L3 .t2

.o9 .o2 .11 .10 .O2

.03 -. 01 . 01 . oo .36**

Fathers
(n=rZB)

Variables

F-LONE

F-DEPR

F-SELFEST

F-SOCSK

F-MARSAT

S-FPOSTNV S-FCLOSE S.FRELY S-TTRUSI S-CLOSPAR

-,o? -,o2 -,25* - ,20* .-. 03

-.08 .o¿+ -.11 -.06 -,t2
.06 ,o5 .09 .07 .09

,02 -. o8 . 10 ,o2 -. 01

,!? .22* .L6 ,!3 ,26*

r p <.01
**lp <.001
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The second set of results derive from regressing princi-
paI components extracted from the relevant set of indepen-

dent variables on each of the dependent variables. In the

case of mothers, student recall of mother positive involve-

ment, closeness to mother, reliability on mother, and trust
in mother (i.e., S-MPOSINV, S-MCLOSE, S-MRELY, & S-MTRUST)

were the independent variables, while mother lonel-iness, so-

cial ski11s, depression, self-esteem, and marital- satisfac-
tion (i.e., M-LONE, M-SOCSK, M-DEPR, M-SELFEST & M-MARSAT)

comprised the dependent variables. À paralleI constellation
of variables vlas used in the case of fathers. The decision

to factor the independent variables was based on the fact of

t.he high degree of correlation between them, and that they

had loaded on the same factor in the multivariate analysis

of data. Tn each case, one tactor was extracted, accounting

for 63eo and 75eo, respectively.

Since only the factor with eigenvalue of value over 1 en-

tered the regression in each case, the R's calculated from

the R-square values are essentially the simple corretations

between the dependenL variables and the factors derived from

the independent variabies. The only significant of these

correl-ations vras that between father marital satisfaction
and the factor, L = .21, p < .01. That beiween mother lone-

liness and the factor approached sígnificance, L = .18, p <

.02. Thus two trends may be noted: first, the more loneli-
ness mothers report, the less positive are the memories stu-
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denLs have of t,hemi and second, the more satisfied fathers
are with their marriage, the more positive are the memories

students have about their rerationship with t.hem. since the

regression procedure is regarded as a more powerfur test of

the hypothesis, it cannoL be said that the hypothesis has

been fulIy confirmed.

Hypothesis 3

Students who
with parents
more diverse
who recall a

recall- having had a more positive relationship
when they vrere children are expected to recall
peer relationships in childhood than students

Less positive parent-child relationship.

This hypothesis

not in the case

was confirmed in the case of mothers, but

of fathers.

Tabl-e 12 shows t.he correrat ions between individuar re-
ported positive rerationship variabres and student reports
of their early peer parent-child relationships. Às the ta-
bre shows, all variabres in reration to mothers are signifi-
cantly correrated in the positive direction with student re-
ports about their peer relationships. when students recarl
their mothers as more positively invol-ved with them, that
they f elt closer t.o, more reliant oñ, and more trusting of

them, they arso recall more diverse rerationships with
peers. Tn the case of fathers, only student closeness to
father, achieved a significant positive correration with
student recal-1 of early peer relationships.
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lable Lz

Correlations between Variables of Student Reports of
Early Relationship with Parents and Reports of

Early Peer Rel-ationships
( t'¡

Mothers

Variab]-es S-MPOSINV S-MCLOSE S-MRELY S.MTRUST

S-PEERS ,25* ,zL* .z?* ,24*

Father s

Variables S-FPOSINV S-FCLOSE S-FRELY S-FTRUST

S-PEERS .20 ,25* .L? .10

o P< .01
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A further analysis was performed using student reports of

early peer relationships as the dependent variable and re-

called positive aspects the parent-child relationship as the

independent variables. The independent variables were sub-

jected to a principal components analysis, and the resulting
components regressed on t,he dependent variable. In Lhe case

of student reports of posiLive father-child relationships,

one factor was extracted using the criterion of an eigenva-

lue of 1 or more. This factor accounted for 77e" of. the var-

iance. The regression analysis in this case produced a non-

significant R-square of .03 lF(1,129) = 4.18, Þ > .01 l. For

student reports of positive a.spects of the mother-chiId re-

Iationship, again one factor was extracted, accounting for
69v" of the variance. The regression analysis produced a

significant R-sguare of .07, lE(1,129) = 9.18, Þ < .01 l.
Since, oñ the basis of an eigenvalue of 1 or more, only one

factor entered the regression in each case, these results
also imply significant simple correlation between the depen-

dent variable and the factor.

Looking at the results overal1, students who recall bet-

ter relationships with their mothers, also feel they had

more diverse peer relationships when they were children.
However, this is not so in the case of fathers, where no

significant linkages were found between how students remem-

ber their relationship with fathers and their early peer re-

lationships.
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Hvpothesis 4

students who recarr more diverse peer relationships whenthey were chirdrerr âre expected to report ress roñelinessthan students who recall ress diverse peer rerationships.This rerationship is expected to be mediated by revers ofsocial ski11s.

Tt could be taken that what students report about their ear-
ry peer rerationships has some acceptabre degree of validi-
ty, since this was corroborated by the perceptions their
mothers gave about these rerationships. The correration be-

tween mother reports and student reports is .33 (p <

The zero-order Pearson product-moment correration coeffi-
cient between student recarr of early peer rerationships and

student loneliness (i.e., S-PEERS & S-LONE) is -.Og (p .

"19), which is not significant. There is no relationship,
then, between reports of early peer rerationships and stu-
dent loneliness.

The basis for expecting sociar skirls to be a mediating
variabre, is that the literature suggests differential rev-
ers of social skills may be acquired during early interac-
tions with peers, and in turn poor sociaL skirls are related
to loneriness. However, since there is no relationhip be-

tween student recarl of early peer rerationships and student
loneliness, the question of the mediating effect of social
skilts need not be considered further. And, indeed, remov-

ing the effect of social skirls, does not in anyway alter
the relationship between these two variabres (partial r =

-.06).
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Despite the strong theoretical support for a rerationship
between guality of early peer relationship and the deverop-

ment of social ski11s, this study found a nonsignificant
correration of "07 between student reports of early peer re-
lationship and the current measure of social skilrs. Two

preliminary interrerated expranations are oifered for this:
first, that the social skills measure tapped onry one compo-

nent of this attribute, i.e., assertiveness; and second, the

measure that was developed to assess how students recall the

diversity of earry peer rerationships was inadequate in cap-

Luring those aspects of peer reLationships that might infru-
ence the development of assertiveness.

Hypothes i s 5

students and parents who report lower 1eve1s of sociarskilrs and self-esteem, and higher levers of depression, are
expected to be more lonery than students and parents who re-port higher levers of social skilrs and self-esteem, and
Iower levels of depression.

This hypothesis is besting to what extent personality char-
acteristics are related to amount of loneliness experienced.

Loneliness of students, mothers, and fathers comprise the

dependent variables, with measures on the various personari-
ty characteristics as independent variables. Table 13 dis-
plays the simple correlations between the dependent and in-
dependent variables for students, mothers, and fathers,
separately. Às may be noted all correlations are signifi-
cant, and rerationships are in the expected directions.
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labl_e t)
Standard Multiple Linear Regression of Personality Measures

on Loneliness for Students, Mothers, and Fathers,
with Correlations between Dependent and Independent Variabl-es.

-'
Standard

Variabl-e Comelation Regression -! p
Coefficient (z-Tail)

Student s
(N=130) S-DEPR

S-SELFEST

S-SOCSK

,69on

-,43**

-.39**

.67

.04

-.11

7 .56

.4j

-t,58

.00

.62

,t2
.I+8

3,L23

38,55**

Mu1tiple 82

df

F

Mothers
(N=129) M-DEPR

M-SSLFEST

M-SOCSK

.59**

- .55**

-.30**

.38 l+.55

-.3t -3.65

-.11 -1,46

Multip1e 82

df

F

.00

.00

.t5

.42

3,t23
?9,83**

Fathers
(N=128) r-onpn

: F-SELFEST

F-SOCSK

- -**.))

-.36**

-.20*

,50

-.08

-,02

5.55

.89

.22

Multiple R2

.00

.37

.82

.3.r

3,t?3
18.51*+

df

F

.01

.001

*-P<
**¡ (
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To examine the linear effect of the combined independent

variables on the dependent variable, three standard multiple

regression analyses were performed for each group of sub-

jects. The decision was made to use the standard regression

procedure rather t.han the regression on principal components

approach in this case, since the correlations between the

independent variables in each cluster were not extremely

high, and tolerance levels for entering variables into the

regression equation were considered acceptable. Table 13

aLso reports the results of the regression analysis.

As can be seen from these resuJ-ts, depression is the only

independent variable contributing significantly to pre-

diction of loneliness for students and fathers, while for

mothers, both depression and self-esteem contributed signif-
icantly. However, for aIl three groups, significant propor-

tions of variance on loneLiness may be explained by the com-

bination of the independent variables, i.e., 48e" for

students, 42e" for mothers, and 31e" for fathers.

Although t,he correlations between loneliness and the per-

sonality variables are highly significant in all cases, some

variables did not contribute significantly to regression, as

shown in the table. It would appear that the relationship
between the variables not contributing significantly to re-

gression and Ioneliness are indirect results of the rela-
tionship between the variables contributing significantly
and loneliness. In other words, depression modifies the ef-
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fect of the oLher personality variables in the case of stu-
dents and fathers, and both depression and self-esteem have

this effect in the case of mothers. When the effect of de-

pression was statistically removed from the relationship be-

trveen Ioneliness and the other personality variables for
students and fathers, this resulted in non-significant par-

tial !'s as f ollows; .0-1 between student loneliness and stu-
deni self-esteem, -.13 between student loneliness and stu-
dent social skilIs, -.09 between father l-oneliness and

father self-esteem, and -,04 between father loneliness and

father social skiIls. In the case of mothers, the effect of

the linear combination of depression and self-esteem was re-

moved, resulting in a partial r of -.13 between mother lone-

Iiness and mother social skiIIs.

On the basis of these result, the hypothesis is generally

confirmed, that loneliness is negatively related to sociaL

skilIs and self-esteem, and positively related to depres-

sion. However, the strong tendency for depression to medi-

ate the relationship between loneliness and the other per-

sonali ty characteristics quali f ies these f indings.

Hypothes i s I
Low satisfaction with number and qtrality
ships is expected to be associated with
students, mothers, and fathers.

of current friend-
more loneliness in
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For Lhe test of this hypothesis, similar prodecures were

used as in Hypothesis 5, r+ith parallel results. The ration-
ale for employing the sLandard regression procedure as op-

posed to the regression on principal components, and the ex-

planat,ion for significant correlat,ions between dependent and

independent variables where the independent variabres do not

contribute significantly to regression, are also offered for
this hypothesis.

Table 14 reports the correlations between the dependent

variables and the independent variabres for the three crass-

es of subjects. As may be noted in the tabLe, all correla-
tions are significant, except that between father loneliness
and father quality of current friendships. Student and

mother loneliness are related significantly to the quatity
of current friendships, and to the two social comparison

measures, i "e,, number of friends compared to others, and

quality of friendships compared to others. Father loneli-
ness is related significantly to the two social comparison

measures.

The resuLts of the Iinear regression analysis are also
reported in Tab1e 14. The linear combinations of the

friendship measures, in all cases, are significantly related
to roneliness. The rerevant friendship measures combined

explained 22e" of the variance on student loneliness, 25eo on

mother loneliness, and 1Seo on f ather l-oneliness. For öoth

students and fathers number of friends compared to others
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Tab1e 1þ

Standard Multiple Linear Regression of Friendship Measures
on Loneliness for Students, Mothers, and Fathers,

with Correlations between Dependent and Independent Variables.

Variabl-e
Standard

Correlation Regression
Coefficient

t p
( 2-rãil )

Student s
(N= 130 ) S-CIIRFR

S-NU}IFR

S-QUAIFR

-,?4*

- .44**

-.2L*

-.08

-.40

-. 10

.84

-4.89

-L,O2

Multiple R2

,4L

.00

.3L

.22

3,t23
LL.45**

df

F

Mothers
(N=130) M-CURFR

M-NT'MFR

M.QUAIFR

-.43**

- . ¿+1**

-.25*

'3.1+7

-3.17

.25

Multiple !2

.00

.00

.80

.25

3,123

L3,?6**

-,32

-.28
,02

df

F

Fathers
(N=130) F-CURFR

F-NT'¡[FR

F-QUATFR

-.t7
-.35**
-,26**

-. 04

-,29

-.t5

.l+o

-3.25

-1..64

Multiple R2

df

.69

.00

.10

.L5

3,r23'
6,96*oT

t
** P

DÄ
< .01
< .001
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was the only variable contributing significantly to regres-

sion, while for mothers both guality of current friendships

and number of friends compared to others contributed signif-
icanLly "

Partialling procedures were performed to remove the ef-
fect of the variables contributing significantly to regres-

sion from the significant relationships between Ionel-iness

and the other friendship variables. This resul-ted in non-

significant !'s as follows: when the social comparison meas-

ure of number of friends compared to others v¡as removed they

were -.14 between student l-oneliness and student rating of

qualíty of friendships, .16 between student loneliness and

student quality of friendships compared to others, -.09 be-

tween faLher loneliness and father rating of quality of

friendships, and -.18 between father loneliness and father
quality of friendships compared to others. In the case of

mothers, partial r vras .03 between loneliness and quality of

friendships compared to others, when the effect of the lin-
ear combination of number of friends compared to others and

rating of quality of friendships $¡as removed.

Hvoothesis Z

Students who are more lonely are expected to have parents
who report more loneliness than the parents of less lonely
students. This relationship is expected to be mediated by
student reports of positive parent-child relationships.
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The zero-order Pearson product-moment correlation coeffi-
cients between student loneliness and mother loneliness was

f ound to be .25, (p . .01), and .19, (p t .0.1 ), between stu-
dent loneliness and father loneliness. Student loneliness,

therefore, varies significantly with mother Ioneliness, but

not as much with father l-oneliness.

To examine t,he possible mediating effect of reported po-

sitive parent-child relationships, a partialling procedure

was used. This effect need not be considered in the case of

fathers, since there is not a significant rel-ationship be-

tween student loneliness and father loneliness. If the hy-

pothesis of this mediating effect is correct, then, statis-
tically removing the effect of student recall of mother

positive invoLvement, closeness to mother, reliability on

mother, and trust in mother ( i . e. , S-MPOSINV, S-MCLOSE,

S-MRELY, and S-MTRUST), from the correlation between student

loneliness and mother loneliness, should reduce the signifi-
canL correlation to non-significance. The partialting pro-

cedure did reduce the correlation between student loneliness

and mother loneliness to ! = .19 (p = .015), just short of

significance. The reduction in r does not appear large

enough to report that the hypothesis is firmly supported.

It indicates, however, that students are possibly more lone-

Iy when they have mothers who are also more lonely, and that

this tends to occur where there is a positive relationship
between mother and daughter. The hypothesis is noL at all
supported in the case of fathers.
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In reration to this hypothesis, it may arso be useful to
consider if there is a more generar patterning of student
personality and sociar functioning on that of parents. The

factor structures derived from the commonry measured vari-
abres for students, mot,hers, and fathers, had indicated that
the overall underlying structures of personality and social
rerationship variables vrere different between student and

mother and between student and father. However, forrowing
the procedure used by Fil-singer and Lambke (1983), this
proposition may be tested further through the use of canoni-
ca1 correlat ions.

For the canonical procedure, rinear combinations were de-

veloped separatel.y for student and parent personality and

social reiationship variables to form the canonical vari-
ables. None of the resulting relationships were signifi-
cant I arthough some trends were identifiable. Mother per-
sonality variables were independent from the set of student

^personality variables IF-square(9) = 1s.32, p < .oB]; father
personarity variables were independent from the set of stu-
dent personality variables []-"nuure(9) = 7.g8, p < .S4Jì
mother social relationship variables were independent from

the set of student social relationship variables Í).
-square(9) = 18.66, p < .o3l; and likewise, father social
rerationship variables were independent irom the set of stu-
dent social relaLionship variables

.151.

íI,-"nr.re(9) = 13.18, Þ <
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However, the Pearson producL-moment correlations reported

in Tabre 15 show that several parent characteristics were

independently and significantly related to similar charac-

teristics of students, and may be considered specific char-

acteristics which are transmitted from parent to child"
These significant simple correlations are reflected in the

approach to significance of the canonical correl"ation be-

tween rnother and s-tudent personality characteristics. Two

of the three personalit.y variables, depression and self-es-
teem, vrere significantly related between mothers and stu-
derrts, while two of the three social relationship variables,
number of friends and quality of friendships in comparison

to others, r{ere. But, these significant relationships were

not enough to result in total concurrence between mothers

and daughters on these sets of characteristics as shown by

the canonical correlation.

These relationships, considered along with the signif i-
cant relationship between mother loneliness and student

loneliness, seem to support the proposition that students

have acquired enough of the similar personality and social
rerationship characteristics that might be factors in their
mothers' lonel-iness. OnIy one father characteristic, i.e.,
quality of social- relationships compared to others, was sig-
nificatry related to the simirar characteristic of students.

This might explain the even less significant canonical cor-
relation between fat,her characteristics and student charac-
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Iabl"e 15

CoreLations of Student Personality and Friendship Variables
with Mother and Father Personality and Friendship Variables.

(lv = rz7)

Variabl-e

M-DEPR

M-SELFEST

M-SOCSK

M-CURFR

M-NI'MFR

M-QUAIFR

F-DEPR

F-SELFEST

F-SOCSK

F-CURFR

F-NU¡MR

F-QUATTR

S-DEPR S-SELFEST S-SOCSK S-CURFR S-NUM¡'R S.QUAIFR

,2!*
,25*

.11

.08

.25*

.23*

.11

.08

.04

.11

.11

,22*

* J < .01
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teristico and the earlier finding that fattrer Ioneliness was

not at all related to student loneliness.

Summary of Results

The principal components analysis of the thirty-eight meas-

ured variables produced ten interpretable factors which were

used as variables in subsequent regression analyses. Re-

sults showed that student recall and current perception of a

positive relationship with parents has the strongest rel-a-

tionship with loneliness, followed by student personality

characteristics of self-esteem, depression and social
skiIIs, student number of friends compared to others, and

student quality of current friendships, in that order.

From other ana11r535, it was found that how students re-

call their early relationship vrith parents correlated sig-
nificantly with how they currently perceive this relation-
ship. Fathers of students who are more satisfied with their
marriage are remembered as having a more positive relation-
ship with students, and there is a tendency for less depres-

sion in mothers to be associated with more positive memories

of them.

I,lhere students recaIl a more positive relationship with
parents they also recall more diversity in early peer rela-
tionships. Surprisingly, however, early peer relationships
vras not sígnificantly associated with current loneliness

among students, nor with social skiIls, as vras hypothesised.
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skilIs had a significant relationship

The personality characteristics of self-esteem, depres-

sion, and social skills aIl had significant relationships
between them and with loneliness, for students and their
mothers and fathers. AIso, for these three groups of re-
search units, satisfaction with current friendship relation-
ships was significantly related to loneliness.

The degree of loneliness experienced by students was po-

sítively rerated to the degree of loneriness experienced by

their mothers. This relationship did not hord in the case

of fathers. The differential rerationship between student,s'

loneliness and their recarl of a positive rerationship with
mothers and with fathers vras not strongly supported. How-

ever, students' Ioneliness scores seem to show a greater

sensitivity to what they report about their relationship
with mothers than with fathers.
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DI SCUSST ON

The present study examined the rel-ationship beLween roneli-
ness and a variety of parent-child relationship, personali-
ty, and social relationship factors. In addition to obtain-
ing measures on these factors for a group of female

students, measures vlere obtained from their mothers arrd fa-
thers on personarity characteristics and social reration-
ships to test the extent to which these might be related to
the degree of loneliness experienced by their daughters.

Generally, it was expecbed that students who repcrted

better parent-child and social relationships both in the

past and presently, and who showed better personality ad-
justment, would experience Iess loneliness. It was also ex-

pected that parents' patterns of personality and social-

functioning would be mirrored in their daughters, so that,
specifically, loneriness would be intergenerationarly trans-
mitted. AIl but one of the proposed hypotheses vrere con-

firmed, replicating some findings of previous studies, and

producing some new ones. I^lith the alpha rever set conserva-

tively at .01 for all tests of significance, results may be

accepted with a fair degree of confidence.

The study, Iike previous ones

l-ied on verbal reports of early

of this general naturer F€-

relationships with parents
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and v¡ith peers, which formed the bases of indices of the

early inLeractions to be interpreted. while of guestionabre

reriabirity, it seems the state of the art is such that ver-
bar reports, of one type or another, constitute the princi-
pal evidence upon which knowredge about these interactions
rest. so, a major guestion for the study is, to what extent
are students' reports of earry family and social rel-ation-
ships based on what actuarty happened. or, are they report-
ing what they think happened?

Reference was made earlier to the varying opinions re-
garding this issue. Bower's ( 1 980 ) f inding, using a group

of "normal" subjecLs, that what an individual remembers is
dependent on the emotional state at time of recarl differs
from the Abrahams and whitlock (1969) view, based on their
findings from a group of depressed subjects, that there is
no significant emotional-state-dependent memory. The Bower

finding is from a laboratory experiment and cannot be gener-

arised beyond that setting. The Abrahams and whitlock find-
ing, that depressed individuals maintain a consistent, even

if not veridical, history of the nature of their relation-
ship with parents over varying affect states, has more rele-
vance for the present study, since both empioyed a naturar-
istic approach.

one r^Iay of understanding earry memories is as representa-
tions of the self and others, or as giving some indication
of the habitual emotional attitude of the individual, rather
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t.han as factual accounts of early events in the person's

life. But these conceptualizations of the sel-f and others,
it may be suggested, likely have their roots somewhere in

the developmental history of the individual-. One area of

research, based on attachment theorl', seeks to determine how

early experiences with attachment figures affect Iater so-

cioemotional development. Results, so far, have been based

mainly on studies of Lhe earliest periods of the individu-
aI's Iife, but show that aspects of the relationship within
the parent-chiId dyad do carry over into relationships be-

yond the family. This suggests the possibility that early
experiences could cont,inue to colour the individual-'s so-

cioemotional life even into adulthood.

The past relationship between, sây, pârent and child may

give rise to the development of an internal psychic struc-
ture such that whatever might be the current reaLities of

the individual-'s life, ê1I events are understood and inter-
preted under the instruction of this internal structure.
So, for example, negative experiences with parents may be-

come organised so that the individual registers and process-

es information about the self and others in a negative vray.

The internal structure could have already been developed be-

fore the time of the individual's capacity to recall, and

the actual experiences, which gave rise to the particular
psychic structure, could be lost to retrievable memory.

glhat the individual is then left with, ís a partieular ori-
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This may go to exprain the consistency with which sub-
jects report about their parents in the Àbrahams and whit-
lock study, and also why subjects in the present study gave

the type of reports about their rerationship with parents as

they did. Those who gave negative reports shourd show evi-
dence of a negativery oriented internar psychic structure
whire the opposite shourd hord for those giving positive re-
ports. Beck (1967) regards a negative view of the serf and

the world as core erements of depression, and serf-esteem is
an indication of the individual's view of the seri. Meas-

ures on these two variables should, then, be significantly
related to how students report their rel-ationship with pa-

rents and also with loneliness" In the finar analysis, stu-
dents who are more lonely shourd arso be more depressed and

lower on serf-esteem, and wourd have more negative percep-

tions of their relationship with parents.

Preriminary to the test of specific hypotheses, multivar-
iate analyses vrere performed on the data. To deal with the
problem of multicorrinearity, and to arrive at a parsimoni-
ous set of variabres, the manifest independent variabres
$rere subjected to principar components analysis, and the re-
surting factors used as independent variabres in subsequent

regression analyses. stepwise regression procedures vrere
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used to identify the factors important in expraining vari-
änce on studenL ioneliness, folrowed by a hierarchicar re-
gression analysis in which factors were entered into the

equat.ion based on theoretial criteria. These were reported

posit.ive parent-child rerationship, student personarity
characteristics, student quarity of current friendships, and

student ratings of number of friends compared to others

which was entered as a non-factored variable. The theoreti-
car orient.ation of the literature review had suggested this
order of entry

The parent-child rerationship factor was entered first,
since the f ami 1y cont,ext is the f i rst to which an individual
is exposed, provides the first developmentar and ]-earning

experiences, and establishes the general orientation the

chird wirl have toward the world outside the family. The

áevelopment of personal-ity characteristics is assumed to
stem largery from the early rerationship with significant
others, in particular with parents. This proposition is
supported by research such as that by coopersmith (1967).

Based on this rational-e, the student personality character-
istics factor was entered second into the equation. student
quarity of current friendships was entered third before stu-
dent number of friends compared to others, since Lhe litera-
ture suggests that quarity of friendships is more strongry
related to loneliness than number of friends.



This chapter goes on to discuss the results
in more detail. Limitations of the study are

suggestions made for further research.
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of the study

discussed and

Parent-Child Relationship and Loneliness

Findings regarding the rerationship between reported parent-

child interaction and student loneriness were generarly con-

sistenL with those of other studies addressing this issue
(Bergenstal, 1981¡ Hojat, 1982; Rubenstein & Shaver, 1980).

However, a reiinement of these general findings vras produced

by examining the differential rerationship of reports re-
garding mothers and reports regarding fathers with student

lonel iness.

rt vras hypothesised that students who recarl a positive
relationship with parents when they were children would be

less lonely. The specific beha'¿iours and attitudes of pa-

rent and child which were involved vrere the parent's posi-
tive invorvement with the student, the student's feeling of

closeness to parent, and the extent to which the parent was

considered reriabre and a trusted and secure base of sup-

port. student perception oi current closeness to parents,

reflecting both perceived attitudes of parents toward the

student and the student's attitudes toward parents, was also
negativery related to student loneliness. when the princi-
pal components analysis combined these variables to form the

latent variable labelled Positive parent-child Relations,
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regression procedures vlere performed, it was

the strongest relationship with student lone-

In order to provide some indication of the nature of the

family context associated with students' positive reports of

their reLationship with parents, the hypothesis that these

parent.s would give reports suggesting more adequate func-

tioning, in t,erms of their marital satisfaction, self-es-
teem, sociai- skills, and the extent to which they experience

depression vras tested. From the result of regression analy-

ses, only father marital satisfaction was significantly re-
lated to student overall perception of a positive father-
child relationship. However, other parent adjustment

measures were related to individual aspects of the parent-

child relationship, and these differed for mothers and fa-
thers. St-udents remember being closer to l-ess lonely moth-

ers, but this is not so for fathers. Less lonely fathers
are remembered, insteadr ês being more reliable and trusted
bases of support. Mothers who are less depressed have

daughters who currently feel closer to their parent,s, while

fathers' l-evel of depression does not seem to affect this
attitude to parents. Iù would seem that different charac-

teristics of mothers and fathers ericit unique perceptions

from children about their relationship with them. Common to

both mothers and fathers, however, is that when they report
more marital satisfaction, students report being cl-oser to
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them currently. This suggests thaL a family atmosphere of

closeness is filtered through arr intermember rerationships.

The concept of a family emotional system (Bowen, 1978)

also seems to be given support by this latter finding. In

Bowen's view, emotional reactions that tie individuar famity

members to each other are important in understanding the

failure or success of famiiy members to be reratively free

of psychological problems, possibly including loneliness.
These reactions stem from a supposed innate need for con-

nect,edness with ot.hers and a sense of belonging, and include

sensitivity to approval and criticism, the need to please

others, feeling threatened by rejection, and empathic reac-

Lions to others. When these reactions operate optimally,
family members are able to enjoy each other, and obtain
pleasure from their closeness. such a successfur social- or-
ganization of the family conditions members so that they are

able to develop a similar system outside the family. From

this point of view, then, one may argue that it is not onl_y

the rerationship between parent and chird which is associat-
ed with loneliness, ês shown earlier, but the total famil¡z

system of interrelationships.

No specific predictions vrere made about the relative im-

portance of reported mother-chiId relationships as opposed

Lo reported father-child rerationship in expraining student

loneliness. Results suggested an overall tendency for stu-
dents' reports of a positive relationship with mothers to
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have a stronger association with their roneriness than such

reports about fathers. rnterestingly, mother negative con-

trol showed higher scores than father negative control, but
neither of these measures had any relationship with student
loneliness. Mother negaLive controrling behaviours need not

subtract from the assessment of positive behavioursr âs iL
is possible to have a pattern of parent-child rerationships
where parent negative control operates within the context of
warmth and acceptance of the child (Becker , 1964).

vlhen the variables measuring reported positive aspects of
the mother-child and the father-chird rerationship were re-
specLivery combined into latent variables, the factor de-
rived from mother variabl-es cont,ributed more to student
loneliness than that derived from father variables, arthough

the difference was not significant. Àrso, the analysis of
variance of the individuar variables rerating to how stu-
dents report their relationship with parents showed the
greater sensitivity of the loneriness scores to what stu-
dents report about their relationship with their mothers

Lhan with their fathers. rf earry memories contain some de-
gree of fact, these resurts would suggest that from the stu-
dents' perspective, whire the parent-child rerationshipr oÍr

the whore, is related to their l-ever of lonetiness, there is
a tendency for the nature of the rerationship with mothers

to be more crucial.
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By virtue of their being charged with the primary respon-

sibility for care-giving functions, mothers have more infru-
ence on the social and personality deveropment of their
daughters than fathers do. There have been attempts to
specify sex-linked patterns of socialization between parents

and children. Findings have suggested an interaction be-

tween sex of the parent and sex of the child in social iza-
tion pract,ices (Margolin & patterson , 197si Rothbart & Mac-

coby, 1966) , and that parents interact preferentiarly with
the same sex child from infancy. Lamb (1977,â,b) reports
that mothers continue to give equivalent attention to their
sorls and daughters while fathers withdraw their involvement

from daughters and accord more attention to their sons as

the chi rdren get order . The net ef f ec+, of thi s i s that
mothers will be reratively more involved with their daugh-

ters than faLhers are.

The data of the present study do not arrow an examination

of what daughters report about parents as opposed to the re-
port of sons, since mare children were not incruded in the

study. However, the differential reporting of the relation-
ship with mothers and with fathers by their daughters has

been shown.

students who have positive attitudes toward their pa-

rents, as indicated by their positive reports of their rera-
tionship with them, are rikely individuars who have the ca-
pacity to form strong affectionar bonds in general. The
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positive orientation to their parents is generarized to oth-
ers in their sociar environment, refrecting such personal
qualities as trust, security, cooperativeness, and herpful-
ness toward others. These attributes are likely to faciri-
tabe the development of adequate and satisfying social rera-
tionships, and the avoidance of loneliness.

Earlv Peer Re_lationships and Later Lonel iness
The hypothesis of a relationship between student loneliness
and their reports of earry peer rerationships, with social
skills as a mediating variabrer Vrâs not supported by this
study. rn view of the theoreticar support for this rera-
tionship, which was outrined in the literature review sec-
tion of this report, this is surprising. sociar skirrs is
related to loneriness, but not to reported early peer rera-
tionships, nor is there a relationship between roneriness
and reported early peer relationships. The only variables
with which earry peer rerationships was correrated were

mother positive invorvement, students' memories of mothers

as reliable and trusted bases of support, and croseness to
fathers. This result is unlike that found by Hojat (1gg2),

in that, he l'rad found a significant relationship between

students reports of early peer rerationships and later lone-
Iiness.

The most likeIy explanation

intention of the measure used

for this centres around the

to obtain information about
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earry peer rerationships. what the measure seemed to have

tapped, in essence, is the expansiveness or diversity of
peer rerationships in terms of the various social and envi-
ronmental contexts from which friends were drawn. Hojat, in
his st.udy, had students responding to two questions with the

focus on the quality of the rerationships they had with
peers. However, because the measure in this sLudy was sig-
nificantly rerated to positive aspects of the parent-chird
rel-ationship, it is suggested that the family context pro-
vides the motivation and confidence for chirdren to explore
a wider social environment outside the family.

This supports Hartup's (1979) first theoretical model for
explaining how the family and peer systems interrelate, that
the security of a positive relationship with parents
strengthens the ego and promotes effectance, which find ex-
tension in peer interaction. Hov¡ever, the measure seems not

to have captured, more specifically, how the child had per-
formed in the various social contexts, in terms of numbers

and quality of peer friendships. The assumption that diver-
sity wourd, by implication, give a measure of the quantita-
tive and gualitative aspects of peer friendships was not to-
ta1ly misguided. The varying sociar mirieus and interactive
patterns experienced through diverse peer rerationships
could give growth to desireable sociar abirities incruding
assertiveness, which was the component of social skills
measured in the study. However, based on Hartup's second
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theoretical model, these may be important only for interac-
tion with age-mates, and do not necessarily carry over to
Iater relationships. According to Hartup, it is the rela-
tionships within the family context which give growth to the

abirities necessary for the successfuL management of rater
significanL rerationships. By this account, there would be

a direct path from early parent-child relationships ro rater
loneliness, but not one going through from early peer rela-
tionships to rater roneliness. This pattern lras el-ucidated

by the retrospective reports in this study.

seI f -Esteem , Soc ial- SkilIs, Depression and Loneliness

It is not a surprising f inding that less lonely
also reported less depression and higher levels of

teem and social skills. These characteristics are

ble with individuals who possess a representational

self as being able to perform effectively in social

st udent s

seI f -es-
compat i -
model of

interac-
tion. Their behaviours are less coloured by anxiety, inse-

curity, and immaturity, and they can confidently seek out

and maintain intimate relationships with others.

As discussed in Chapter 2, studies on l-oneliness have

consistently found strong relationships between loneliness
and these personality characteristics, to the extent that
one may be red to berieve they might be the best predictors
of loneriness. But when studied in conjunction with other

factors, what emerges is that they are secondary to the re-
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caIled parent-child relationship in their degree of related-
ness to loneliness. This supports the proposition offered

in this study that within the family context children devel-

op e concept of self and an orientation to others, and may

Iearn specific social behaviours which largely affect later
social functionning.

Principal components analysis had produced one factor of

the personality characteristics measured, which was signifi-
cantly related to student Ioneliness, suggesting that, to-
gether, sêIf-esteem, social skills, and depression form a

package of beliefs about the self, and an orientation to
others, which interferes with the initiation and maintenance

of satisfying social relationships. However, when these

three variables vrere regressed in linear combination on stu-
dent loneliness, depression was the only significant con-

tributor to regression, although, singly, they were all sig-
nificantly correlated with loneliness. A possibte

interpretation of this is that, for students, high l-eveIs of

social skiIIs and self-esteem do act to decrease the amount

of loneliness experienced, but do so only in the absence of

depression. Depression, it seems, would nullify the posi-

tive effect of high self-esteem and social skiI1s, so that

even if individuals possess these qualities, they are Iikely
to be lone1y if depression is present.

For fathers also, depression

self-esteem and social ski11s.

deleterious effect on

case of mothers, how-

has a

In the
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ever, t.heir serf-esteem seems relatively more stable, and is
not subjected to the same effects by depression. Regression

anarysis showed that both depression and self-esteem con-

tributed significantly to regression. so for mothers, rone-

liness wirl more likery occur, not only in the presence of

depression, but also when they are characterised by low

seI f -esteem.

These results, and the high correiation between loneri-
ness and depression (.69, .58, .55 for students, mothers and

fathers respectively), draw attention again to the dominant

presence of depression in the rives of lonely individuals.
Despite Weeks, MicheIa, Peplau, and Bragg's ( 1 980 ) proposi-
tion, that they are distinctively separate constructs, the

question is raised as to whether loneriness can occur in the

absence of depression.

An inspection of the measures used for loneliness and de-

pression provides an insight into why this might be so. The

depression scale, more so than the scares used for measuring

serf-esteem and sociar skirrs, is based on the measure of

emotionar states and sociar rerationship factors that are

highly correlated with loneliness; for example, anxiety, be-

ing happy, and feeling self-eRclosed which correlate .35,

-.40, and .54 respectively with loneliness (RusseII, peplau,

& Ferguson, i978). Thus, there may be some degree of over-
Iap in what is being measured by the two scales.
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rt r¡ould be in the rong-term interest of loneriness re-
search that a a measure be deveroped that more crearly dis-
criminates between loneliness and oepression. Alternative-
Iy, one might consider the identification of an emotional
staLe, not yet named, which encompasses roneriness and de-
pressíon.

The condition of the lonery individual may be refl_ecting
not as much deficiencies in self-esteem and sociar ski1ls,
as the iirnited capacity to form emotional and affectional
bonds which, in Bowrby's (19G9) view, ßây be traced back to
disturbances in attachment in childhood. whire one may de-
velop adequate social skilrs and come to have a positive
evaluation of selfr âs reflected in high self-esteem, the
negative orientation to others may persist. The resulting
inability to experience a sense of emotional connectedness

with others, wourd seem quite apart from any level of serf-
esteem and social skirls the individual may possess. From

the psychodynamic point of view, this is at the core of both
loneriness and depression. self-esteem and social skirls
may increase the probabitity of friendship formation, but it
seems reasonable to say that these are generalJ.y not enough

to promote intimacy in relationships and attenuate the sense

of l-oneliness.
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Social Relatj-onshipÊ and Loneliness

An unexpected finding was that the sociar comparison measure

of student 'number of friends compared to others exprained

more of the variance on student loneliness than did ratings
of quality of friendships. With respect to students, re-
surts of simple correration carcurations, and the various
regression procedures in the murtivariate anarysis of data

and the hypothesis test, gave no support for the cutrona
(1982) view, Lhat perceived qualitative deficits in friend-
ship rerationships are more rerated to foneriness than quan-

Litative deficits. Arthough not to the same extent, this
hords arso for students' fathers, in that, their loneliness
is more rerated to the number of friends they perceive hav-

ing compared to others than to ratings of the quaritative
aspects of their friencships. Father loneliness had no re-
lationship with the social comparison measure regarding

quality of friendships compared to others. However, for
mothers, perceived qualitative deficits in their friendships
vtas more related to their loneliness than perceived deficits
in number of friendships compared to others, and this find-
ing does support the Cutrona view.

The social comparison measures regarding number and qual-
ity of friendships are based on the subjects' ov¡n percep-

tion, and impricitly they had to make judgements about these

aspects of the friendships of others without probabry know-

ing what they are, in fact. Consequently, values which
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formed the bases of perception may vary widely, and similar
values may be viewed both as satisfactory and unsatisfactory
by different individuars. More objective measures of the

guantitative and qualitative aspects of subjects' social
contacts, might have produced results more consistent with
those of cutrona. But one's perception, regardless of the

rearity, is a powerful determinant of affect and behaviour,

thus, making the social comparison measures varid, and even

more meaningful.

lmpricit in the discrepancy theory of l-oneriness, is that
social- rerations are evaLuated not onry in terms of the num-

ber of social contacts one has, but also in Lerms of the

guality of these rerationships. unress number of social
contacts is the sought and valued goal, qual.ity of relation-
ships wourd take precedence, and the individual wourd ex-
perience more loneliness if desired quarity of friendships
is not achieved.

Results of the principal components anarysis of the com-

monly measured variabres for students, mothers, and fathers
had shown that, f or students, the social compar.ison measure

of number of friends compared to others, had loaded on the

factor that included loneliness and the personality charac-

teristics measures of self-esteem, sociar skitls, and de-

pression. For mothers and fathers, however, this variable
loaded with the other social rel-ations variables, i.e., rat-
ing of quarity of current friendships and the social compar-

ison measure of quality of friendships compared to others.
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It seems that for student,s, more so than for their
parents, the achievement of a large sociar neLwork is a cen-

trar goar and a major factor in their self-evaluation. rn

this respect, varues regarding sociar rerationships differ
between generations. rt is likely that social- recognition,
as indicated by the rel-ative number of friends one has, is
more imporLant Lo younger individuals, such as the students
in the sample, and contributes to a sense of their sociar
integration" Thus, the sense of isoration and arienation
from others and, conseguentry, more loneliness is experi-
enced when one perceives having a reratively small social
circle. Fathers of these students show some simirarity in
this respect.

Psychoanalytic expranations of roneriness seem to give

more emphasis to the achievement of intimacy in relation-
ships Lo avoid l-oneliness. rmbedded in students' goars to
acquire a rarge social network, may be the core goal of
achieving a number of intimate and emotionally satisfying
rerationships, the probabirity of which is increased with a

rarger number of social contacts. This study was not able

to unravel this issue, but could be a proposition for fur-
ther investigation.
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Interqenerational Transmission of Lonel i ness

Two processes may be identified as faciritating Lhe passing

of parenLar characteristics down generational l-ines. First,
based on ]earning theory, chirdren tend to imitate parental

behaviours, attitudes, and even aifective responses, and

this is more likely to occur where there is a high degree of
closeness between parent and chird (Bandura, 1969, 1971).

The second, is t.hat parents, intentionalry or inadvertentry,
tend to reinforce chirdren for behaving as they do, thus

minimi zing differences between themselves arrd their chil-
dren. À sociologicar viewpoint is that members of the pa-

rental- generationar group have a stake in maximizing consis-
tency between themseÌves and their chirdren (Bengtson &

Ku¡rpers, 1971). Thus, loneliness may be transmitted from

one generation to another because the si.milar personarity
and social behaviour characteristics of the parental genera-

tion, through these processes, become those of the chirdren
generat i on .

The hypothesis that students wourd be more lonery if they

have parents who are also more ronely, and that this rela-
tionship would be mediated by positive aspects of the pa-

rent-chird rerationship, was supported, although not strong-
fy, in the case of mothers, but not in the case of fathers.
A further test of the extent to which there might be a more

general patterning of students' personarities and social
characteristics on those of their parenbs did not yierd firm
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results. There was not a totar transmission of parentar

characteristics either in the mother-child rineage or in the

father-chiId lineage. However, more characteristics of the

mother were seen as transmitted to the child than of the fa-
ther. Students tend to mirror their mothers' depression,

self-esteem, and perception of number and quality of friend-
shíps compared to others. Thus, students might havq ac-

quired enough of the maternal personarity and social behav-

iour characteristics to foster the símiIar propensity to
Loneliness of their mothers. rn the father-chird rineage

onry father perception of quality of friendships compared to
others vras related to that of the student. This might ex-

plain why there was no rerationship between father loneri-
ness and student loneliness.

The earlier comments regarding the interaction between

sex of the parent and sex of the child in children's sociar-
ization al-so has relevance to this finding. There are many

factors determining this effect; not least among them is the

process of identification. Although seeming similar to imi-
tation, identification, where children incorporate into
their behaviour patterns those of others with whom they as-

socíate, implies an emotional attachment. This notion was

supported by the data, in that, daughters v¡ere similarly
lonely as their mothers when they feel close to them.
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Limitations of the Studv and Imolic at i ons for Future
Research

Although this study emproyed no manipurations of variabres
or imposition of units, in other words, mâintained a natu-
ralistic perspective, Do cLaim can be made about the gener-

alizabirity of its findings to everyday circumstances. The

use of university students is a major factor imposing limi-
tations on generarizability. Moreover, in extencling the

sampre group to incrude mothers and fathers, some degree of
sampre self-serection vras in operation, in that, particurar
parents chose to return questionnaires, whiJ-e others chose

not to. rmportant di f f erences v¡ere f ound bet,¡veen the group

of students whose parents returned questionnaires and who

were incruded ìn the study, and those whose parents did not,
and who were, thus¡ excruded from the sample. significant
differences appeared on family ranguage use, and on the re-
ported nature of the parent-child relationship.

Therefore, the generarizability of the study is limited
to a population simirar to the group of students and their
parents al-1 for whom questionnaires $¡ere received. Future

research could use a more randomly selected group of chil-
dren than the poor of university students allows, but to in-
crude parents, the problem of sampre self-serection may re-
main, over and above what would occur in the process of
obtaining the group of chil-dren. Research ethics demand

that participation in a study shourd be voruntary, and the

biases introduced by voruntarism would continue to limit



generalizability. It remains 1ike1y that
be those experiencing better parent-chiId

more psychologically minded, and limited in

ty.
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volunteers might

relat i onships,

ethnic diversi-

As noted earlier, the use of retrospecitve data is pro-

blematic, and arthough their validity has some empirical
support, a longitudinal approach might obtain more reliabre
measures, and would allow the assertation of cause and ef-
fect rerationships between factors, which this study could

not do. A longitudinal study courd arso more effectively
clarify the chain of relationships between early parent-
child interaction, early peer relationships, personality and

social development, and Iater loneliness.

However I a longitudinal approach is not v¡ithout its ov¡n

problems, which are wel-1 known to deveropmental research.

The length of time invorved, the number of measures that
have to be made, and maintaining contact v¡ith subjects over

a lengthy period of time are costly and often make such

studies prohibitive. In addition, over the period of study,

subjects might be rost at time of re-testing because of re-
fusal to participate further in the study, death, or failure
to locate former participants. This would introduce bias

into the data so that results may be due to a "mortality"
effect. Tn this design, bias may arso be introduced through

repeated study of the sample group. since simirar informa-

tion is usuarry solicited at each repeated measure, famil-
iarity with questions may affect how they are answered.
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This study has provided, however, fairllz extensive

descriptions and measurements of the possible distributions
of rerevant variables in a natural system, which is appro-
priate to an early stage of investigation. These courd be

elaborateo through rongitudinal research, through intensive
research of parts of the system, and through manipulations

in studies with experimental designs where these are possi-
ble.

Additionally, the data suggested several other directions
of ínvest.igation which coul-d not be undertaken within the

limits estabiished for this study. Findings suggested the

model that mothers have more infruence on the social dever-

opment, and specifically the loneliness experiences, of
their daughters than fathers do. This seems to lead natu-
ra1ly to the question of what would be the differential pa-

rentar inffuences on sons' lonel-iness experience. À more

complex study, involving sons and daughters and their moth-

ers and fathers, could ansvrer this question.

A1so, a research area of increasing interest pertains to
the differential effect of working and non-working mothers
(i.e., mothers in paid employment outside the home or de-

scribed as housewives) on the personality and social devel-
opment of tireir children. Information regarding the propor-

tion of working and non-working mothers vras obtained in this
study, and supplementary findings, which were not earlier
reported, indicated that sLudents with working mothers vrere,
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issues could

Iess lonely and

be explored more

Loneliness research is frequently confronted with the

consistent co-occurrence of loneliness and depression, Iead-

ing to specurations that they are one and the same con-

struct. Attempts have been made, which have been judged

successful, to establish their distinctiveness. But, in
this study, results of the examination of the effect of per-
sonality characteristics on toneliness, have raised the

guestion as to whether roneliness can occur in the absence

of depression, despite their distinctiveness. Further clar-
ifícation of this issue must be attempted.

Summary

Loneliness impries rerationar deficits, regardless of wheth-

er these are conceived in quantitative or qualitatíve terms.

rt seems to be one of the affective products of a fairure in
socioemotionar development, whereby the individual is unabre

to initiate and maintain satisfying social rerationships,
and to achieve intimacy and emotional satisfaction with oth-
ers. rn essence, the individual is unable to achieve the

desired level of social relationships.

several features of this study distinguishes it from oth-
ers of a similar nature. First of all, the study examined

several classes of variables for their muttivariate and uni-
variaLe rerationship with loneriness. This had given some

157

higher in self-esteem. Such

intensively in other studies,
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indication of the relevant importance of parent-chird rera-
tionship variabres, p€rsonality variabres, and social rera-
tionship variabres for expraining the roneriness of a group

of studenLs. The finding that more ronely individuals re-
carr having less positive rerationships with their parents

when they were children, is simirar to those obtained gener-

arJ-y by other studies. But, having obtained inf ormation

from students about their rerationship witt¡ mothers and fa-
thers separately, it was possibte to obtain resurts suggest-
ing ttre model thal mothers are more infruential in determin-
ing the soc ia1 behaviour of their daughters, and

specifically their loneriness experience. This study arso

incruded the mothers and fathers of subjects, who $¡ere meas-

ured on several personality and social rerationship vari-
ables. Thus, a ma jor question of the study rras answerec,

that is, students who v¡ere more ronery tended to have moth-

ers who were also more J-one1y, and this rerationship was me-

diated by reported closeness of student to mother.

The finding regarding the lineage transmission of roneri-
ness as found between mother and daughter may find support
in sociai learning theory, but the reasons why earry parent-
child rerationship shourd continue to influence interperson-
al reLationships in later life has to be more speculative.
Bowrby (1977) suggests that there is a strong causar tie be-

tween early experiences with parents as attachment figures
and the capacity to form affectional bonds throughout one,s
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life. The supposition is that the representational moders

one builds in infancy and early chirdhood of the attachment

figures and of the serf persist relativery unchanged int,o

adult rife. consequently, new persons with whom the indi-
vidual attempts to form rerationships are viewed in the
right of an existing model, arthough this model may be inap-
propriate. Individuars arso have expectations of how they
will be perceived and treated, by others, based on the self-
model which persist, although evidence may exist that these

expectations are unwarrented. These orientations are Iikely
to be reflected in the individual's serf-esteem, social
ski11s, and depressive tendencies. rn the situations where

these orientations to self and others lead to misconceptions

about others and inappropriate actions by the indi.¿iduar,
sociar relationships v¡ould likely not be satisfying either
Lo the individual or to those with whom he or she comes into
contacL.

Bowlbyrs views, while attractive, extend beyond the

amount of empirical support there is for them presently, but
are rich sources for J.ongitudinal studies of personality and

sociar development. of course, these views could be tested
specifically in relation to loneliness outcome.
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Winnipeg, Manitoba
Can¡da RìT 2N2

DEP^RTMENT OF PSYCHOLü;Y

u I

IE UNIVERSITY OF MAN¡TOB^

February 21, t983,

Dear Parent,

Your daughter has agreed t9 be a participant in.a study being
undertaken at inã Úni"eísity of Manitóba, Department of Psychology'
iü;-p"l*.ry p"tpð"" ðf tnis survey is to learn more about people's

"äõiå1-"ãrätið"'"r,ip". 
rt is 

-part- of a rarger programme of . ongoing
research. The information is to be used primarily for sociar pran-
;ñg-ã"0 n"tpinã i"ái"iãuals to lead more satisfying lives ' The

pr"Ë""t stuOy-iE U"i"g done as part o{ Py work.towards a Ph'D'
ã;á;;; 

"rr¿ 
iä under tñe supervision of Dr. Daniel- Perlman'

the design of the study calls- for the participation of both
children and 'ineir parents-. In the past, most of !h" research on

sociat and r"rïiv-tãrátiotts náJ relièd on the participation of
mothãrs onty, ;ñä ñiãlorically have _shown great-willingness to.
take part in """n stuAies. Wä would be grãteful.to have' at this
time, the p""tlðïpãiio" of both parents to make this study a

worthwhite one, aita for a mõFcõmplete understanding of how

individuals manage their family and social relationships'

I|l|e hope you will agree to participate in this study! ln which
case, please complete the_attacneA quõstionnaires p{ivate}y' and

"ãt"i"-uv-maii-lã-tn" 
encrósea stamfed and addressed envelope.

Some items or-tñä qüé"ilo""ãit"" asÏ< for information which nay be

considered of ã p"i"on"l nature, but all steps-l?t",been taken to
ensure that your response"-;;;ái"-Jt"i"tty cõnfidential as required
úy-iñ; Èïñi"ä-nã"iã*'comnittee of the Depârtment of Psvchologv'
you will note *ã ñá"" avoided the use of names, and a code number

to be used to match groups-;i .il;"iionnaires is the only form of
identification used. Additiã"årrv, only statistical summaries

will- be aeriväA-f"ð* tne iniormation yoú and other participants
gr;;,-iror wniðn no individual can be identified.

Although participation is completeJ'y voluntary' 1v:..,:o"t$*tl:"
to have thõ pãrticipâtion of as many parents as possrÞJ-e' rr rs
onty with thè*;;;;iãî;;iï"Ã-oi-" niän'proportion of the people

we contact that we can havã vafia rãsuits-. Thus, it is our hope

in"t each and every parent wi1l cooperate '

hle thank you in advance for your time and cooperation'

eo

Graduate student.
D".lT.^\-.-
Daniel- Perlman , Ph . D. 'Þrofessor, Department of Psychology'
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FAIVIILY AND SOCIAL RELATIONS QUESTIONNAIRE

General Instructions

The general purpose of this questionnaire is to learn
from you how you perceive your family and your social-
relations. hle would like you to take note of the following
points:

1. The usefulness of the information depends on your
giving frank, honest answers, so please give the
best responses you can.

2. Please respond to all the statements given.

3. You are not required to state your name on any part
of the questionnaire.

l+. Cornplete your questionnaire privately, without
consulting anyone.

5. Please read the instructions for each part of the
questionnaire carefully before giving your responses.

6. Statements are printed on boll_¡ileç of each sheet,
so please remember to respffith sides of each
sheet.

PLease turn over.



Ques. #
t?6

PERSONAL DATA

1. Telephone number

2. Parents' telephone number (if different)

3.

4.

5.

7.

8.

9.

Date of birth Age

How many brothers and sisters do you have?

hlhat is your birth order?(e.9. were you born lst, 3rd, 5th, etc

Itlith whom do you now live? Mother
Father
Both

l{hat is your father's occupation?

M¡at is your mother's occupation?

ïlere either of your parents previously
narried?

Yes
No

If yes, which? Mother
Father
Both

10. Were your natural parents divorced?
Yes
No

ïf yes, how old were you when this
occurred?

11. Did either of your natural- parents die?
ïes
No

If yes, which? Mother
How old were you when this
occurred? 

Father
How o1d were you when this
occurred?

1.2. trlhat is the primary J.anguage spoken by yo u?

13, What is the primary language spoken by your
parents?

.)
6
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APPENDIX B

Lonel-iness Scal-e



Ques. #

SOCIAL RELA TIONS QUESTIONNATRE

Part A

Instructions. Indicate how often each of the statement below is
descriptive of you. 9ircle one letter for each statement¡

0 indica.tes "f often feel this way"
S indicates "f sometimes feel- this way"
R indicates "f rarely feel this way"
N indicates "I ry feeL this way"

f am unhappy doing so many things alone

I have nobody to talk to....... .....
I cannot tol-erate being so alone

I lack companionship..... ..........
I feel as if nobody really understa¡rds me

I find myse)-f waiting for people to call or write.
There is no one I can turn to.. .....
f an no longer close to anyone .....
My interests and ideas are not shared by
those around me....... .....
I feel Left out. .....
I feel conpletely alone .. ...
I am unable to reach out and communicate
with those around me.. .....
My social relationships are superficial.
I feel starved for eompany........................
N=o one really knows me weLl- . . . . .

I feel isolated from others.. ........ ........
I am wrhappy being so withdrawn ..............
It is difficult for me to make friends........ ....
I feel ehut out and excluded by others............
People are around me but not with ¡ne .........

778

1.

?,

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

L2.

13.

1þ.

L5.

t6.

t?.

18.

79.

20,

0

0

0

0

o

o

0

0

0

o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

s

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

q

e

S

S

e

S

S

S

s

s

RN
RN
RN
RN
RN
RN
RN
RN

RN
RN
RN

RN
RN
RN
RN
RN
RN
RN
RN
RN
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APPENDIX C

Children's Report of
Parental- Behaviour fnventory
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Notes to Appendix C

1. The three scal-es of the Children's Report of Parental Behaviour
Inventory are compiised of the foJ-lowing items:

Lax
Discipline

39
4o
45

2, rtem 49*measured the variabl-e closeness to Mother/Father

rtem JO*measured the variabLe Reliabirity on Morher/Father

Iten 51*measured the variable Trust in Mother/Father

5, Subjects completed identica] but separate forms for mothers
and for fathers.

Positive
Invol-vement

1
2
3(
J

7
B

9
11
t6
20
2L
22
23
26
29
3o
3t
35
37#.

Negative
Control

4
10
T2
r3
t4
18
24
25
2B
32
33
36
41
t+z

43
47

6
t5
t7
7g
27
34
38
44
46
þB

3

4

l+ Items reversed scored
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FAMILY RELATIONS QUESTIONNAIRE

ÞA

bructions. In this portion of the questionnaire we would like you
r experiences in your parental famil-ies as you rememberlescribe you

r¡. Please read each statement below, and circle the answer that
b describes the way each of your parents acted towards you when you
I a child. BE SURE TO GIVE YOUR RESPONSE FOR THE PARENT SPECIFTED.

ff you think the statement is LIKE your parent, circle L.

If you think the statement is SOMEIIJHAT LIKE your parent, circle SL.

If you think the statement is NOT LIKE your parent, circle NL.

FORM FOR YOUR MOTHER

Talked over worries with ne

Gave up sonething for ne

Showed love

Reninded, me of what not to do

Ðnjoyed ny friends

Gave me freedon

Understood ny problems

Made ne feel inportant
hlorried, about me

Believed in puniehment

Listened to ¡ny ideas

l{anted lto know all that happened

Thought I was not grateful
Didn't forget ny nisdeeds

Neglected ny rnisbehaviours

ToId her ny ideas

Like

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

t
L

L

L

L

Somewhat
Like

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

Not
Líke

NL

NL

NL

M,

Nt'

NL

Nt

NL

NL

NL

Nt

Nt

NL

ìNL

NL

NL



7.

8.

.9.

r0.

11 .

',2.

'3.

t4.

'5.

'6.

7.

8.

9.

o.

1.

2,

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

0.

1.

z"

).

Excused my bad conduct

Said f would be punished

Let me go where f pleased

Comforted me when afraid
Stayed at home with me

Became involved in my life
Often praised me

Said she suffered for me

hlanted to control whatever I did

Let me help decide things

Let ne stay up late
Said I would be sorry f was bad

Seened proud of things I did

Life centred on children

Helped me find out things

Asked others what I did

Itlas always trying to change me

Seldom insísted f do anything

Asked ny advice

thought my misbehaviours serious

Did not show love

Allowed me to spend noney as I pleased

Spent time with children
:

Said f nade her happy

Always asked who phoned me

ToId of all she had done for me

Didn't let me decide things

Like
Sornewhat

Like

SL

SL

sr
st
SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

782
Not
Like

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL

NI,

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL

NT

NL

NL

Nt

NL

NL

NL

Nt

NL

NL

NL
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Like
Somewhat

Like

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

Not
Like

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL

Let me not do work assigned

Gave me choice of what to do

Could be easily talked into thÍngs
Kept reminding me of rny misbehaviour

Let rne do anything f liked

L

L

L

L

L

l{trich of the following describe your mother and her relationshipwith you whire you weie growing üp.- C-ircle or," ,r,rruã".
1. She and I had a warm, Ioving relationship¡

we were very close

2, She and I had a good reLationship¡
we were fairly close

3, She and I had alnost no relationship¡
we were not very close

4. she and r had a very confricted rerationship;
we argued often

Tni]" you were .growing up, how much did you e onsider your motherto be a trusted and sõcuie.baÀe of suppoitr now-nuón courd youreall¡¿ cõffiõl her.-lTEle one ;rrbä;:

How nuch courd you_reIy on your mother for herp when you had anykind of problem. Circie onó number.

1. Very much

2, A fair amount

3. Some

l+. Not very nuch

5. Not at all

1.

¿.

3.

4.

5.

Very nueh

A lot
Some

Not very much

Not at all
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1.

2,

3.

4.

5.

6.

?.

8.

i.
10.

11.

t2,

.3.

,4.

,5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

0.

1.

2.

3,

¿+.

FORM FOR YOUR FATHER

lalked over worries with me

Gave up Bomething for ne

Showed love

Reminded me of what not to do

Enjoyed my friends
Gave me great freedom

Understood my probtems

Made me feel irnportant

hlorried over me

Believed in punishment

Listened to n¡J¡ ideas

Wanted to know al-I that happened

Thought f was not grateful
Didn't forget my misdeeds

Neglected ny rnisbehaviour

Told him ny ideas

Excused my bad conduct

Said f would be punished

Let ne go where I pleased

Comforted me when afraid
Stayed at home with me

Became involved in my life
Often praised me

Said he suffered for me

Like

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

Sonewhat
L]"KE

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

st
SL

SL

SL

Not
Like

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL

Nl,

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL

Nt

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL



;. hfanted to control- whatever I did
. Let me help decide things

Let me stay up late
. Said f would be sorrJ¡ I was bad

. Seemed proud of things I did

. Life centred on children

. Helped me find out things

. Asked others what I did

. hlas always trying to change me

. Seldom insisted I do anything

. Asked ny advice

. Thought any roisbehaviour serious

. Did not show love

. Allowed me to spend money as I pleased

. Spent time with children
, Said I nade hirn happy

, Always asked who phoned me

, ToId of all he had done for me

Didn't l-et ne decide things

Let me not do work assigned
ã---^ ^L-:^- --trä.ve ¡üs sIlOtCe OI WnAI TO OO

Could be easily talked ínto things
Kept reurinding ne of any mÍsbehavíour

Let ne do anything I 1iked

Like

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

t
t
L

L

L

L

t
L

L

L

L

L

L

185

Not
Like

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL

Nt

NL

M,

NL

NL

NL

NI,

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL

Somewhat
Like

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

SL

st
SL



49. hthich of the following describe your
with you while you wère growing up.

to be a trusted and secure
rearry cõffiî nimzE

186

father and his reLationship
Circle one number.

base of support? How much could you
Ie one number.

He and I had a warm, loving relationship¡
we Ylere very close

.

He and I had a good relationship;
we we,re fairly cLose

He and I had almost no relationship;
we were not very close

He and I had a very conflicted reLationship;
we argued often

5o How much could you rely on your father for help when you had any
kind of probì-em. Circle one number.

1. Very much

2. A fair amount

3, Some

4. Not very much

5, Not at all

5t. lrJhile you were growing up, how much did you consider your father

I

2

3

l+

1 Very much

2. A lot
3, Some

4. Not very much

5, Not at a1l
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APPENDTX D

Closeness to Parents Scal_e



Bt
188

itructions. Pl-ease check beLow all attitudes which you consider¡racteristic of your fanily.

,HER

attitudes toward you: . (Check aII adjectives which apply)

panionabJ-e Ambitious Detached hlarm
ict Teasing Demonstrative "Father-knows-best"
ady Reserved Anxious Unpredictable
erstanding

r attitudes toward him¡ (Circle all adjectives which apply)

fidíng Approval-seeking RebeLlious Admiring
like Hurt Conforming ',Man-to-man,'
fortable fndependent Detached

ITER

attitude toward your (Circte all adjectives which apply)

n Babying Irritable Demonstrative
rnding Detached Reserved Strict
Lttling Anxious Understar¡ding "Mother-knows-best'

r attitudes towand her¡ (circle arl adjectives which appry)

liding Reserved Protective ülarm
Lous Guilty Dependent Insecure
lortable Demonstrative Rebellious

NRPAREN-TAL RELATIONSHIPS (CircJ.e all adjectives which describe the
relationship between your parents)

¡eniaI
r-tension
¡al
ry-centred
rnstrative

Disagreeing Retaxed Child-centred
Home-centred CLose Mother dominant
Social-centred Reserved Father dominant
Mother passive Church-centred Father passive
0ccupation-centred
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Children's Report of Early Peer
Relationships



Part B

fnst ctions.
o reca

For this'portion
e friendship relati

190

of the questionnaire you are asked
onships you had during the period

when we're six to twelve 6 l2 ar old. Indicáte-low o:tten

each statement, using the
pt these relationships.

following code.
eac o e statements

Ietter for
veo

Circl-e one

A indipates "Always"
M indicates "Much of the ti-me"
S indicates "sometimes"
R indicates "Rare)-y"
N indicates "Never"

I had a friend who was a special "chum" AMSRN
My friends were of the sane sex as I... A M S R N

I had friends who were older than f AMSRN
My brothers and/or my sisters were ury friends. . . A M S

ô ow S scr

1.

2.

3.

ll.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

L3.

1t+ .

15.

16.

r7.

18.

My friends were ny classmates

I had friends who were younger than I...........
I changed my group of friends... o o ê c o ê. o e

My friends lived in my neighbourhood

f was liked by rny friends ........ .. .. .. ....
My friends were of the opposite sex as I...
My friends corrected my behaviours.. .......
I did what my friends did.

ï belonged to a group of friends.. AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS
AMS

AMS

AMS
AMS

AM S

AMSI was very much on my owl... .

J was a leader among rny friends.. ..... A M S

My friends were the same age as I

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

AMS
My friends influenced what I did. ... .. A M S

I liked my frÍends... .. AMS
subjects responded to atl 18 items, but onry those vair-idated
by information from parents were used to derive totar scores
on this measure. Consequently, items 2, 10, !3, 140 & 18,
were not included in arriving at the totat scores.

Note:
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Ques. #

FAIUILY TIONS QUESTIONNAIRE

tpe rsons have disagreements in their relationships. This
of the questi onnalre concerns your relationship with your

(wife or husband )
ase indicate bel-ow the apPro ximate extent of agreement or
ement between You and Your sPouse for each item on the
ng list. S how ou have felt enerall about these items
e riod o our marr e. wou ke you o complete

vate v.

792

Part A

Mos
portion
spouse

Ple
disagre
followi
over th

s quest l_onna re pr
When you are done comPle ting aII the

in the stamped, addressed envelope and ma

taken for ur swers o rema inc onfidential
In cate your answer on the scale a

que s
il.

AtI the
Time

More
Most of Often

the Thart
lime Not

tionnaires, put them
AfI steps have been

check mark.

0cca-
s10 Ilv Rare lv Never

1. Do you confide in
your spouse 1 2

2

3_ 4

3_ 4

3_ 4

3_

)_ 4

3

4

5_6

5_6

5_ 6

4 5 6

5_6

4 5_ 6

5_6

3, How often do You and
your spouse quarrel I-

4. How often do You and
your spouse"get on
each other's nerves 1-

2. Do you ever regret
that you married 1

5. How often do You or
your spouse leave
the house after a
fight 1

6. How often do You
discuss or have You
eonsidered divorce 'or seParation 1

?. In general, how of-
ten do You think
things between You
and your spouse are
going welÌ 1

2

2

?

2

2 3_

Please turn over.
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B The numbers on the following line represent different degreeso! happiness in your marital rerationship. The middle põint,
"Happy" ' represents the degree of happiness of most rerátion-
ships. .Please circle the number whiõn best describes the degreeof happiness, aIFñTngs considered, of your marriage.

6543210

Extremely FairIy
Unhappy Unhappy

A Little
Unhappy

Happy Very
Happy

Extremely
Happy

Perfect

Please go on to the next page.
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Part C

Instructions. fn this portion of the questionnaire you are asked to
rate- the 9ggree of-happiness of your parents' marriage. The numbers
on the following line represent ppiness in a¡narital relationship. The middLe point, ,'Happy,', represènts the
degree of happiness of most reLationships. Please circle the number
which best describes the degree of happiness in your parents'marriage.

6543210

Extremely
Unhappy

Fairly
Unhappy

A l-ittte
Unhappy

Happy Very
Happy

Extremely Perfect
Happy

Go on to the next page.
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Social- Skills Schedul-e
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Part E

fnstructions. Indicate how characteristic or descriptive each of the
ments is of you by using the code below. Put the numberfollowing state

which best represents your answer on the line before the number of
each statement.

+J very characteristic of me, extremely descriptive
+2 rather ciharacteristic of me, quite descriptive
+1 somewhat characteristic of me, slightly descriptive
-1 somewhat uncharacteristic of me, slightly nondescriptive
-2 rather uncharacteristic of me, quite nondescriptive
-3 very uncharacteristic of ¡ne, extremely nondescriptive

1. I have hesitated to extend or accept invitations because
of "sh¡rness".

2. When the food served at a restaurant is not done to my
satisfaction, I complain about it to the waiterr/waitress.

3, f am careful to avoid hurting other people's feelings, even
when I feel that I have been injured.

4.

5.

6.

7

I

9,

10.

11

_12.
_t3.

hltren I am asked to do something, I insist upon knowing tühy.

To be honest, peopl-e often take advantage of me.

I often don't know what to say to attractive persons of
the opposite sex.

I will hesitate to make phone calls to business estab-
lishments a¡rd institutions.
I would rather apply for a iob or for admission to a
college by writing tetters than by going through with
personal interviews.

I find it embarrassing to return merchandise.

f have avoided asking questions for fear of sounding
stupid.

During an argument I am sometimes afraid that I will get
so upset that I will shake all over.

I avoid arguing over prices with clerks and salespersons.

If someone has been spreading false and bad stories about
nê, I see him/her as soon as possible to "have a tàlk"
about it.

_14. f often have a hard time saying "no."



-r5.
_16.
_r7.

_18.
_t9.

797

I tend to bottle up my emotions rather than make a scene.

I complain about poor service in a restaurant and eLsewhere.

Anyone attempting to push ahead of me in a line is in
for a good battle
I am quick tci express an opinion.

There are times when f just can't say anything.
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SeIf-Esteem Measure
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art F

nstructions.'ou, us ng
Indicate how much the statements below are true of

e following code.

1 Almost aÌways true
2 Often true
3 Sometimes true
4 Seldom true
5 Never true

I feel that I an a person of worth, dt least on an
equal plane with othgrs........... r........... ..... 1

I feel that I have a number of good qualities...... 1

I am able to do things as well as most other
pgOp1g.......... ... ....................... .... 1

I feel I do not have much to be proud of....
I take a positive attitude toward nyself...........
Sometimes I think I am no good at a11.. .. .. .. .. ... .

f am a usefuL person to have around.. ........ .. ....
I feel that I can't do anything right.. .. .. .. .. .. . .

ülhen I do a job, I do it well. . . .
I feel that my life is not very useful.. .. .. .. .....

2

2

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

4

¿l

þ

l+

¿.t,

¿l

l+

L+

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

?

2

2

1

1

1

t
1

1

1
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Depression Scal-e
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Part D

Instructions. Below is a tist of the ways you might have felt or
ffiease teII how often you have generatly feÌt this way
using the foll-owing code.

1 indicates Rarely or None of the Time

2 indicates Some or a Little of the Time

3 indícates Occasionally or a Moderate Amount of
the Time

4 indicates Most or AII of the Time

1. I am bothered by things

I do not feel like eating; my appetite is poor... 1

f feel f cannot shake off the "bIues" even with

L?34
234

3

4

5

?,

6.

7.

B.

9.

10,

11.

72.

13.

14.

15.

76.

t7.

L8.

t9.
20.

help from my family and friends 1

I feel- that f am just as good as other people 1

I have trouble keeping my mind on what I
am doing

I feel depressed.... .....r...

I feel that everything I do is an effort

I feel hopeful about the future

I think my tife has been a failure
I feel tearful .. .. .. .. . .

My sleep is restless . . .. .. .. .

Iamhappy.....¡ir¡¡ .....

I talk litt1e . .. .. .. .. . . .. ..

I feel lonely . .. ..

leople are unfriendly

3

3

2

2

4

þ

4

I+

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

l+

þ

4

4

l+

Lr.

I enjoy lifg........ ...................'......r.. 1

)

3

)

3

)

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I have crying spells 1

I can not get "going" 1
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APPENDIX J

Friendship Measures
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'art C

n ructions.
e

The next
eriences.

set of questions is about your current
Read each statement and answer it in terms

your re at on ps with your "good friends. "
Use the rat

ou experience
i ng scale after each statement to indicate how often
what is described. Remember to answer i.n terms of

our relationGhip with your "aoocl fri ends". Circ1e the number that
est represents your answer.

"They show appreciation and praise me when I deserve it."
Frequencyofexperiencing this Never L 234 562 Always

"hle can express differences of opinion without it coming between us.,
Frequencyofexperiencing this Never L23 4 562 Always

"They are concerned with my welfare and help promote it. "

Frequency ofexperiencing this Never 7 231+ 567 AIWays

"I feel free to express my most inner private feelings to them.,,

Frequency ofexperiencing this Never t 234 56 ? Always

"They really try to see things through my eyes.,'

Frequency of experie.ncing this Never I Z3 4 S6? AJ_ways

"lhey enhance ny feelings of self-worth."
Frequency ofexperiencingthis Never L 234 56 ? Always

"I can drop all my defences and be myself with them. "

Frequencyofexperiencing this Never 7 ?3 4 567 Always

"They give readily¡ I don't have to ask for it."
Frequencyofexperiencingthis Never t 23 4 56? Always

"f can talk to them about my personal problems."

Frequency ofexperiencing this Never L 23 l+ 56? Always

"They know how I feel even when I cannot put it into words.,,

Frequency ofexperieneing this Never L ZjU S6? A1ways



11.

12,

204

Compared to other people your âBê, do you think the number
of lood friends yoü näve ist (õirc1e óne number)

Much larger than average
Larger than average
About average
Sma.ller than average
Much smal-l-er than average

Compared to other people your â8ê, do you think the quality
of your relationship(s) with your good friends is: (Circle one
number)

1. Much better than, average
2, Better than average

3, About average
4. hlorse than average

5. Much worse than average

L

2

)
lt,

5
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APPENDIX K

Test-Retest Reliability Coefficients
for Measured Variables, obtained from

Independent Female Student Samp1e
(w = 3o)

e*rVariabl

S-MPOSINV

S-MNEGCON

S-MLAXDTS

S-FPOSINV

S-FNEGCON

S-FLAXDIS

S-MCLOSE

S-MRELY

S-MTRUST

S-FCLOSE

S-FRELY

S.FTRUST

S-PEERS

S-CLOSPAR

S-PARMAR

S-LONE

S-DEPR

S-SELFEST

S.SOCSK

S-CURFR

S-NUMFR

S-QUAIFR

,91
.79
.88
.94
.88
,89
,9L
.87
.93
,85
.89
,87
.80
.96
.97
,86
.88
.75
.88
,87
.72
,78

o See Appendix L for key to anagrams
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APPENDIX L

Correl-ation Matrix
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Key to Abbreviated Forms for Variabl_es

Abbreviated
Form Description

S-MPOSINV

S-MNEGCON

S-MLAXDIS

S-FPOSINV

S-FNEGCON

S.FLAXDIS

S.MCLOSE

S-MRELY

S-MTRUST

S-FCLOSE

S-FRELY

S-FTRUST

S-PEERS

S-CLOSPAR

S-PARMAR

S-LONE

S-DEPR

S-SELFEST

S-SOCSK

S-CURFR

Student retrospective reports of
parental behaviours and attitudes
to parents when they were children

Mother positive invol-vement

Mother negative control

Mother lax discipline
Father positive invol_vement

Father negative control

Father lax discipLine

Closeness to mother

Rel-iability on mother

Trust in mother

Cl-oseness to father
ReJ-iability on mother

Trust in mother

Student retrospective reports of
extent of peer relationships when
they were chil-dren

Student current closeness to parents

Student ratings of parents' marital_
happiness

Student loneliness

Student depression

Student seLf-esteem ì

Student social skilLs
Student quality of current friendships
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Key to Abbreviated Forms for variables - continued

Abbreviated
Form Description

S-NUMFR

S-QUALFR

M-MARSAT

M-LONE

M-DEPR

M-SELFEST

M-SOCSK

M-CURFR

M-NUMFR

M-QUALFR

F-MARSAT

F-LONE

F.DEPR

F.SELFEST

F-SOCSK

F-CURFR

F-NI'MFR

Student number. of friends compared.to others

Student quality of friendships
compared to others

Mother marital_ satisfaetion
Mother l-oneliness

Mother depression

Mother self-esteem

Mother social skil]s
Mother quality of curuent friendships
Mother number of friends comparedto others

Mother quality of friendships
compared to others

Father marital satisfaction
Father l-onel-iness

Father depression

Father sel-f-esteem

Father social skill-s
Father quality of current friend.ships
Father number of friends comparedto others

Father quality of friendships
compared to others

F-QUALFR
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APPENDTX M

Means and Mean Differences on student variabr-es,measured for Students whose parents reiurned Questionnairesand Students whose parents did not 
-"éi""" 

Questionnaires.



APPENDIX M

Means and Mean Differences on Studenmeasured for Students whose parents returne(Group I ) ana Students whose parents did no(Group II )

tV
dQ
tr

272

ariabl-es,
uestionnaires
eturn Questionnaires

Mean
Variabl-e Group I

(¡l=tJo)
Group II
(n=ro5)

Mean
Difference

S-MPOSTNV

S-MNEGCON

S-MLAXDIS

S-FPOSTNV

S-FÏ{EGCON

S-FLAXDIS

S-MCLOSE

S-MRELY

S-MTRUST

S-FCLOSE

S-FRELY

S-FTRUST

S-PEERS

S-CLOSPAR

S-PARMAR

S-LONE

S-DEPR

S-SELFEST

S-SOCSK

57 .9t

27 .57

L7.02

52.65

24.55

77.0+

3.32

4.49

t+.4+

3.77

4.26

4.25

42.46

8.63

3.79

36,28

34. oo

40.90

,28

56.70

28,86

t6 .86

50 .63

26.2t+

t6 .66

3.24
t+,38

4.41

3 .09

4.o9

4.zt
42,53

6.98

3.40

36.56

34.24

4t.?o

.75

( Continued )

t,2r
-1 .35

,16

2.02

-t.69o

.36

.08

.11

.01

.02

,I7

.04

- .27

7.650

.3go

- ,28

,24

.80

.42
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APPENDIX M - Continued

Meanvariabl_e Group r Group II Mean
(ñ=i:oj (ñ=t6rt: Dirrerence

S-CURFR

S-NUMFR

S-QUALFR

57.61

3,02

3.e5

56.26

2.92

3.BB

7.35

.10

,07

rr significant d.ifferencês, p < .01
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APPENDTX N

Eigenval-ues for Factors inPrincipal Components Analysis
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APPENDIX N

Eigenval-ues and cumulative proportions of Total variancefor Factors derived from prinõipaI components Analysis

FACTOR Eigenvalue Proportion
of

TotaÌ Variance

I
ÏI

]II
IV

V

VT

VÏI
VITI

IX
x

7,3737
4.o3zz
2.6380
2.2410
1 . B88Z

t .6483
1.5453
7 .3297
1.2135
1.1118

.2033

.3t53

.3885

. +5oB

.5033

.5490

.5920

.62a9
,6626
.6935




